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ABSrHACT
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Large-scale, on-line information storage and re-

trieval systems pose numerous problems above those en-

countered by smaller systems. The more critical of these

prcblems involve: degree of automation, flexibility,

browsability, storage space, and retrieval time. A step

toward the solution of these problems is presented here

aiong with several demonstrations of feasibility and

advantages.

The methodology on which this solution is based

is that of a posteriori automatic classification of the

document collection. Feasibility is demonstrated by

automatically clas0Aying a file of 50,000 document

descriptions. The advantages of automatic classification

are demonstrated by establishing methods for measuriri6

the quality of classification systems and applying these

measures to a number of different classification stra-

tegies. By indexing the 50,000 documents by two inde-

pendent methods, one manual ai.1 one automatio, it is shown

that these advantages are not dependent upon the indexing

method used.

it was found that among those automatic olassifi-



cation algcrithms studied, one particular algorithm,

CLASPY, consistently outperformed the others. In addl-

tion, It was found that this algrithm produced classifi-

cz.tions at loast as good, with respect to the measures

established in this dissertation, as the a priori, manual

classification system currently in use with the :ore-

mentioned file.

The actual classification schedules produced by

CLASFY in classifying a file of almost 50,000 document

descriptions into 265 categories are Included as an

appendix to this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETHIEVAL

1.1 Magnitide of the Problem

The "Information explosion" Is here to stay and

anyone designing an Information storage and retrieval system

must take cognizance of that fact. Not only Is the current

publication rate high - about 350,000 scientific papers

per year [95] - but the growth in this rate Is staggering.

De Solla Price [94 ] has plotted the number of scientific

journals (see Fig. 1-1) published each year from the oldest

surviving journal, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal

Society of London (1665), until today, when we are rapidly

approaching 100,000 journals.

In 1830, in order for scientists to keep up with

the increasing number of papers In the 300 journals of that

day, the first abstract journal was Introduced. Since

then, as can be seen in Pig. 1-1, the growth of abstract

journals has essentially matched that of primary journals.

We are now long past the point of 300 abstraot journals

being published yearly without a solution comparable to

the one found in 1830.

Thus, any solution to the problem of collecting

Information and supplying desired Information in the

proper amounts to the proper people at the proper time

must be able to handle this rapid growth In literat -e
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as well as th iubstantial body of publications which

have been and which are being produced in each of the

technical fields today.

1.2 IS&R Functions

The objective of all IS&R systemi should be to

serve a given community by supplying desired information

upon request. By the word "serve" is meant that the

system should function at the convenience of the user.

This implies simplicity of use, multiple modes of use to

suit each type of request, and accurate and prompt

responses. The degree to which a system meets this ob-

jective Is determined by how it is set up, how it Is used,

and how much money is available for system design and

operation.

The first parameter that must be considered In

a system of this type Is the size of the collection.

While there are a number of instances where small col-

lections might be useful (i.e., a library of a small

company in a very specialized area or a personal irfor-

mation system [25,26,85 ]), considering the previous

section It can be seen that there must be a substantial

number of systemp which, presently or In the near future,

are or mill be concerned with large collections eof infor-

mation. It Is to these systems that this dissertation

Is directed. Henceforth, all references to IS&R systems

will automatically Imply systems with information colleo-
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tions of, at the very least, tens of thousands of items.

ISR systems can handle a variety of types of

information, ranging from Individual scientific facts

to merchandise in an inventory to journal articles

and books in a library. For convenience and simplicity

the discussions and examples following will be restricted

to references to libraries with the understanding that

Oinformation Items* or "documents" refer to any of the

publications usually found in libraries.

1.2.1 Storage

The storage functions of an IS&R system are shown

in Fig. 1-2. The acquisition of documents for a collection

can be more than just deciding as to the pertinence of

a particular document to te collection. If documents

are acquired in the proper formats, later stages in the

storage process could be easily automated. Advantage

should be taken of advances In computerized typesetting

and optical character readers [11] to facilitate automatic

processing of doc~uments.

The purpose of the indexing function Is to obtain

a'number of descriptors which act an a surrogate for the

document. These descriptors, or keywords, can be obtained

manually or automatically by computer analysis of the

document title, abstract or text. The Indexing function

will be discussed in greater deltail later in this paver.
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Classification of cocl'ments refers to the grouping

of like docum.;nts Into categories. The categories can be

set up independent of the documents (a prIori) or after

all the documents have been indexed Ia posteriori). In

the former case, document classification can be done

manually or automatically at the same time as indexing.

In the latter case it is done only aftei all the documents

have been indexed and will probabl:- be an automatic

process. Most IS&R --ystems make no or very little use

of ercument cle;sification.

OrgarniIng the document file involves setting up

of directories and deciding the order of the documents in

the file. Parts of this step are closely related to

document classification, p&rticularly in an IS&R system

employing a posteriori automatic classification.

Document stoiage [II] and surrogate storage is

done separately because the documents themselves do not

have to be accessed as rapidly as their surrogates. Most

systems do not involve automatic document storage. However,

this should play an increasing role in large scale

automated IS&R systems. Surrogate svorage can include

the above mentioned keyword surrogates, titles, authors,

abstracts and/or other items (called association terms

by Prywes iO0) deemed to be of use in deciding the

applicability of documents to retrieval requests.
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1.2.2 Retrieval

The basic retrieval funtions of an IS&R system

are shown in Fig. 1-3. "he user formulates a request

and submits it to the system. This request could range

from a well thought out query to a vague notion of what

is desired. In fact, the user might not know what he is

looking for at all; he might just be browsing through

the collection to see if he can come up with anything

of interest. Also, the user might have need fcA every

item pertaining to his request, as in a patent search,

or ht; might be perfectly satisfied with one or a few such

items.

In order to satisfy all of the above needs an

IS&R system must be able to provide the user with the

option to refine his request after various stages of prelim-

inary processing L71]. According to a literature chemist

in a non-autompted library L83], the ability to go back

to the user in order to refine the request is desirable

in all, very helpful in many, and absolutely essential

in some literature searches. Because of the rapidly

changing nntures of thought processes and user needs

this request refinement should take place Immediately

after the original request is submitted. This implies

that an effective IS&R system should include on-line

man-machine interaction [18,97,113 ].

Path A of Fig. 1-3 includes data such as pre-
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liminary document counts, suggested query modifications,

classification hierarchy display, and other data which

might be available before accessing either the surrogate

or the document storages. In most of today's systems

this very important function Is limited to (non-automated)

discussions with a professional librarian or to automated

document counts or more often, it does not appear at all.

Path B essentially exists only in on-line systems.

This assumes that request refinement done after a day or

two's wait is almost identical with new request submission.

The advantages of Path B can be enhanced if upon command

surrogates of documents similar to those requested can

be d1splayed. This is relatively easy to do in a classified

collection.

Path C can only exist if the documents are stored

and car be retrieved or have parts of them displayed

rapidly. This feature is rare today but should be incor-

porated in future systems.

1.3 Inadequacies of Current Systems

A significant portion of the library problem is

that most of today's "automated" IS&R systems are hardly

automated at all. On the storage side, indexing and

cataloging are the main areas which should be switched

from the human to the computer domain. At a recent

symposium on IS&R, Prywes [i01j stated:
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"In any one of the large libraries or
information centers there are thousands of
monographs and serials that are waiting to be
catalogued and indexed. These often lay un-
used because of the dearth of competent
cataloguers and indexers, especially those
expert in particular subjects and languages.
The increased amount of material which is being
circulated soon may require -"u>.tantIal in-
crease in staff. Staff with this competence
is extremely scarce; low salaries discourage
young people from library work. For thesc
reasons the storage process tends to consti-
tute a serious bottleneck."

One is tempted to draw an analogy between auto-

mation of libraries today and automation of the tele-

phone network some years ago. It is said that if the

dial did not replace telephone operators, all the women

in this country would have difficulty in handling today's

volume of telephone traffic.

Computer processing of natural language text for

indexing, and automatic classification for cataloging

can break this bottleneck.

On the retrieval side, libraries and information

centers operate at low levels of effectiveness and are

called upon as irlormation sources a relatively low

percentage of the time Information is required [to].

One reason for this is the indirect route one must use

to use IS&R systems. On-line interactive systems could

solve much of this problem.

There are also problems with the automated portion

of IS&R systems. Present systems are generaily ineffl-
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clent and are restricted to few modes of operation (i.e.,

none allow a reasonable degree of mechani.ed browsing).

Most systems in use or being proposed today are either

of the serial, inverted file or list-organized types.

Each of these systems ha.- advantages and should be used

in certain situations. However, each has serious draw-

backs when used for retrieval by combination of document

descriptors (keywords).

The main difficulty with a serial file is the time

required to access information. Even with the high speed

computers of the foreseeable future, search times through

serial files of millions of documents will be on the order

of many minutes or even hours. This leads to the need for

batching many requests and eliminates the possibility of

on-line, real-time information retrieval.*

In standard inverted file systems, the docwnent

surrogates are stored in any order, usually by accession

number. Lists are maintained in a directory for accessing

this file. There is one list per keyword and the entries

in the lists are pointers to document surrogates.' Re-

trievals are performed by logical comparisons between

* There are methods to shorten serial searches, though not

by enough to upgrade serial systems to the real-time
domain. Fossum and Kaskey [48] inquire as to the
efficacy of certain of these methods. Their questions
are answered near the end of Chapter 5 of this paper.
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directory lists as specified by queries. Tables 1-i and

1-2. modified from Prywes [102J, give examples of para-

meters to be encountered in typical IS&R systems.

As may be seen in item I of Table 1-2, directory

size in an inverted file system may range from ten million

to close to a billion words. These must be stored on

relative)-r fast and expensive media (i.e., disks rather

than magnetic cards or strips) because of the necessity

of frequent access. In fact, the number of dirnctory

words required per query (item J in Table 1-2) might be

so large compared to available high speed storage as to

require multiple accessions of the same lists in order to

process a query. A method which reduces these quantities

by an order of magnitude or more is shown in the next

chapter of this paper.

A recent study of mechanization in defense libraries

[67] points out some of the shortcomings in current systems.

All of the systems studied (27 in all) use either serial

files or inverted files. None use automatic indexing or

automatic classifications.

List-organized document retrieval systems chain

document surrogates together via keyword lists. In other

words, a search on a keyword involves jumping from document

to documunt which contain that keyword. Thus, most of the

directory is actually stored in the surrogate file itself.

Objections to this type of storage for large scale IS&H
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Number

A. Iuem Records in File 106 to j07

B. Keywords assigned to an Item (Av.) 10 50

C. Keywords in Vocabulary 104 5 x 104

D. Average Number of Items assigned
to the same Keyword = (AxB)/C 103 10 4

E. Keywords Specified in a Query (Av.) 10 50

F. Items referenced by Keywords in a 104
Query (Av.) = E x D 5 x 03

Table i-i

Illustration of Typical IS&R Systems

Directory: Number

G. Lists in Inverted File Directory;
1 list per keyword = C 10 to 5 x 104

H. Accession Numbers per list in the
Directory (Av.) = D 10

I. Words in Directory = G x H
(Assume 1 computer word per Acces-
sion Number) 107 5 x 10 8

Retrieval:

J. Inverted File Directory Words
Brought from Secondary to Primary
Storage = F (All accession nurbers
in records that correspond to query 5 5
keywords) 10 5x10

Table 1-2

Illustration of Magnitude of Directory
and Retrieval with Inverted File Methodology
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systems center about length of the lists and spoec of he

storage media required for reasonable search times* Dis-

aussion and examples of list-organized systems 9xe avail-

able E 48,?6,99 *103,9104,9105J



CHAPTER 2

CONCEPTS OF IS&R BASED ON AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION

2.1 Classification Parameters

The initial goal of classifying documents Is to

group "like"documents together into categories. The

documents (or docuoent surrogates) are then placed near

each other to facilitate retrieval. In a conventional

*Ibrnry the documents are placed on the same or adjoining

shelves. In an automated library the document surrogates

(plus room for additions) are placed into convenient

units of memory such as cylinders on a disk or magnetic

strip or card. These units which Include categories of

Information will be called cells (sometimes called

"buckets" [23,28,62]).

It Is desirable to have a quantitative measure of

the "likeness" of documents. In a collection of documents

indexed with keywords, such a measure Is supplied by the

number of keywords common to two documents. Extending

this notion, a measure of the quality of a classification

system Is how well the classification algorithm minimizes

the average number of different keywords in a cell.

Definitions of parameters pertinent to this concept are

presented In Table 2-i.

Figure 2-1 shows the bounds on Nkc. the average

number of keys per cell. It must be greater than or equal

-15-



arameter Def Ini tion

Nv Vocabulary size. total number of

diff erent keywords

Nd Number of documents In tne system

Ne Number of Celle In a given
C classification

Nkd Average number of keys assigned per
documents (i.e., average depth of
Indexing)

Nko Average number of different keys
per cell (this Is the quant4ty to be
minimized)

Nck Average nL~ber of cells a given
key Is assigned to aNo x NkO

N,

Ndo Average number of documents per

cell =Nd/N 0

Table 2-i

Definitions of Parameters
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to the larger of (a) Nkd, the average number of keys per

document and (b) Nv/Nc, the vocabulary size divided by

the number of cells. At the same time, Nkc must be less than

or equal to the smaller of (c) Nv , the vocabulary size

and (d) Nkd x Ndc, he number of keys per document

hultIplied by the number of documents per cell. Thus the

average number of keys per cell for any given number of

cells must fall within the paralle~ogram of Figure 2-1.

The diagonal dashed line represents the approxi-

mate region of the expected plot of Nkc vs. Nc for a good

classification system. This expectation has been arrived

at by past experiments [3,7? and those described in this

paper. The actual path of this curve depends not only on

the classification algorithm but also upon the collection

itself. For example, 11 all keywords were unique, the

cure would .follow the upper boundary regardless of the

classification algorithm used. Likewise. for any real

collection of documents, it would be very unlikely for

the curve to even approach the lower boundary.

An interesting point to consider is that Fig. 2-i

shows that serial and inverted files can be considered as

special cases of classification. A serial file would

have Nc = 1 and Nkc - Nv . thereby occurring at the upper

left corner of the diagram. Here, all the documents are in

one cell which is searched serially. An inverted file

appears at the opposite corner with N0 = Nd and Nkc = Nkd.
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Now each cell contains only one document as in an inverted

file.

2.2 Advantages-c A Posteriori, Hierarcnical, Automnatic

Classification Systems for On-Line Retrieval Systems

Most IS&R systems do not use classification at

all. Of those thnt do, many assign multiple categories

to each document and use these categories in place of

index terms (example: Universal Decimal Classification,

see Freeman [51,52] and Freeman and Atherton [53,54])

or use a unique category assigned to a document as an

additional index term. The full potential of classifi-

cition as an adjunct to indexing has not as yet been ap-

proached. The following sections discuss what can be done

through the use of the proper type of classification.

2.2.1 Automatic Classification: Directory Size Reduction

The magnitude of the inverted file directory was

shown in the previous chapter. The use of automatic
ml-sifiction ---- educe the si7v ry

more than an order of m~gnitude. This Is done by forming

an inverted file directory on the cells, rather than on

the individual documents. It is true that once a cell

whose keys satisfy the query has been located, a search

must then be made In the cell for applicable documents.

Howcver, this is not as much of a hardship as one might

.think because of the following effects:



1) Cell access time is generally much greater

than transmission time. Therefore, it Is not

very costly to read the contents of an entire

cell if one has to access the cell for one or

more documents anyhow.

2) Grouping logical document records together

into larger physical records can provide

significant storage savings.

3) Considerable transmission and processing

time tplus, of course, memory costs) are saved

by manipulating much shorter directory lists.

4) Memory accesses can be reduced. This is

covered in Section 2.2.5 of this paper.

In order to demonstrate the order of magnitude

reduction in directory size, consider the sample conditions

presented in Section 1.3. The expected Nkc vs. Nc curves

are shown in Figure 2-2 along with their respective

parellelograms. The circles represent numbers of cells

hhosen for this example. The actual number of cells in an

IS&B system will be decided upon by a trade-off between a

number of factors including:

1) Cell size should be a convenient multiple or

sub-multiple of a suitable storage unit.

2) The fewer the cells the smaller the directory

and the fewer the number of directory words

which have to be brought into high speed
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storage for each request.

3) The more cells there are the fewer number of

documents per cell and hence the shorter the

search through each cell.

4) More cells mean fewer keys per cell. This

increases the selectivity of each cell.

The appropriate numbers for the classified files

are given in Table 2-2. This is bP'-eu on 10.000 and

50,000 cells (N0 ) or 1O0 and 200 documents per cell (Ndo)

for the two cases respectively. The order of magnitude

reduction in directory size (107 to 5 x 108 compared with

10 6 to 2.5 x 107) and in words brought from secondary to

primary storage (104 to 5 x 1o5 compared with 103 to

2.5 x 10 4) is evident by comparison of Tables 1-2'and 2-2.

2.2.2 Automatic. A Posteriori: Flexible

All of the well-known classification systems of

today are a priori systems. In other words, the categories

and sub-categories were decided upon on the basis of some

"natural" divisions of knowledge and then the documents

were (and still are) placed into these cctegories. Some

problems with this traditional point of view are:

1) Few areas uf knowledge can be divided in a

truly "natural" sense. For example, should

biochemistry be a sub-division of biology or

of chemistry? T' e answer to this might depend



Directory: Number

Nv Lists in Automatic Classifi-
cation Directory (1 list Per 4 t
term) 10 to 5 x 10

Nc  Number of cells (Circles in 4 5
Fig. 2-2) 10 5 x 10

NkC = Average number of keywords
per cell (Fig. 2-2) 102  5 x 102

Nck =Average number of cells per
keyword

= Average number of words in a
directory list (1 computer 2
word per entr') 10 5 x 10

Words in directory = Nv x Nck 106 2.5 x 10"

Retrieval:

Nck Cell references per key 102  5 x 10

Directory words brought from
Secondary to Primary Storage
= N. k x keys per query (item 2 0E, Table 1-1) 10 3  2.5 x 104

Table 2-2

Illustration of Magnitude of Directory
and Retrieval with Automatic Classification



upon t.,e rest of the collection (i.e.,

whether it is mainly biological or chemical

in nature).

2) Overlapping of disciplines is Increasing.

3) The classification schedules of a priori

systems require significant effort to be

kept up to date. The Universal Decimal

Classification is an example of one with

many outdated structures L54].

4) New areas of knowledge must fit into the

existing schedules. This results in highly

artificial hierarchies of knowledge. Figure

2-3 shows that In the Dewey decimal classifi-

cation. electrinal engineering is cbnsidered

a subset of mechanical engL eering. It is

clear that this came about his-torically,

and not because of today's view of the subdivi-

sion of knowledge.

5) Specialized libraries make use of small portions

-a OxIbL.ALrg schedules. For instance, the

average technical library which uses the Dewey

decimal classification probably has 90 percent

or ore of Its documents filed in the 500

(pure science) or 600 (technology) divisions

e2]. One effect of this is very deep index-

ing. such as 621.3841361 for Communication
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instruments 41 ].

6) Existing classification trees usually in-

volve at least ten and as many as severa]

thousand alternatives at each decisiun node.

Recent studies have shown that the optimum

number of alternatives at each node is usually

(depending on certain parameters) considerably

less than ten LI03,i04,138,139].

Our needs for information alre changing, therefore

our classification schedules must be capable of changing.

In an automatic, a posteriori classification system,

the categories are decided upon after all the documents

have been indexed. Iin this way, the resulting eystem Is

specifically designed for P parcicular collection at a

particular point in time. If there are significant

changes in the collection, the system car bp automatically

reorganized to fully reflect the current status of the

collection.

A major oijection to automatically derived classlf.-

cation categories is that they might be different from

those decided upon by human br'Ings. However, the quality

of a system should be measured by its con vnlence tc the

user, and not by how the system is originattd. Besides,

who knows that the human is right, and not the machine?
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2.2,3 Hierarchicel, On-Line: Browsable

In "The Conceptual Foundations of Information

Systems", Borko [18] notes:

"The user searches for items that are Inte-
resting, original, or stimulating. No one can
find these for him; he must be able to browse
through the data himself. In a library, he wanders
among the shelves picking up documents that
strike his fancy. An automwaed intormatIon
system m-st provide similar capabilities."

The ability to browse through parts of a collection

should be an essential portion of every IS&B system.

There are many times when one has only a vague idea of the

tjpe of document desired. Browsing can help channtl

pseudo-random thoughts into a direct line towards the

information actually desired.

Effective browsirg demands a hierarchical cla~sfi-

cation system in order to enable one to start with broad

categories and work towfrds specifics. Automatic

classification can produce such hierarchical sets ef

categories. In a prlrl systems, nodes are 61ven ram,,

and index numbers. However, In a rosterlorl systez-s :tie

node names are generated automatically and consint of

the set of keywords which arpear in all tho rodes directly

beneath (thinking of the hierarchy as an inverted tre)

the node in question. This reouiting set of keywords

can be considered an "abstract" L 9? 1 of the knowled;e

contained beneath that node In the tree. .f a set of

koywords Is too lnrge, humrs -r preferably n'atomati:
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processes can be employed to condense the set and provide

a suitable title for the node.

Naturally, automated browsing can only be

effective in or line systems through man-macnine inter-

action. The user can enter a node through a conjunction

of keywords. The system would then display the nodes

beneath the orir~ r P,,.1 wo' I n c -n r++ o

as how many documents there are beneath each node or how

many documents contain each displayed keyword. When the

user selects a branch, the cycle repeats with the new

node. If desired, one could backtrack up the hierarchy

or jump to completely different sections of it. Once the

user has narrowed his search, he can d~mand retrieval of

some or all of the documents by specifying keywords and/

or categorles.

Another way of browsing in a classified set of

documents is to start at the very bottom. Assume one

has a specific query in mind and upon submitting it to

the system, obtains only one document. If this is

insufficient one could broaden the search by requesting

the display of other documents in the category of the one

retrieved. Since these documents are close in content to

the c 'gInal, they might also be satisfactory or their

keywords might suggest ways for the user to refine his

query in order to retrieve other documents of interest.

None of these modes of browsing could be utilized
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by files with stricL serial or Inverted file organization.

2.2.4 Eierarchical: Fu-ther Directory Size Reduction

A small hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 2-4.

The keywords are represented by the letters A - H and the

nodes 2, 3, and 4 are assumed to be terminal nodes or cells.

The directory for the Inverted file on cells, called the

key-to-cell table, has 15 entries. Figure 2-5 illustrates

the hlerarchy effect presented in the previous section.

Here, the keywords A, B, and C have moved up to node I

because all *.ae nodes beneath node i contained them.

At the same time these keywords were deleted from the

lower nodes. Now, the key-to-node table has only 9 entries,

This examp eillustrates a further reduction in

directory size via use of a key-to-node table. Based on

experiments to be described later in this paper, this

reduction seems to be on the order of about 10-15 percent.

This reduction is applied to

(a) the amount of memoiy required for the directory,

(b) the number of directory words which must be

brought into main storage for each query,

and (c) the numbex of directory words which must be

procetAd for each query.

These benfits are obtained at the cost of increased

processing for each directory word. In the example of

Figure 2-5, keyword A points to node I and keyword G to
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NODE I

2 /31
A A A
B B B
C C C
D F D
E G

H

KEY -TO-CEL" TAB~LE

KEYS A B C D E F G H

CELLS 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 4
3 33 4
4 44

Figure 2-4

Inverted ?2.le ort Cells

NODE 1 A
B
C

2 3
D F D
E G

H

KEY-TO-NODE TABLE

KEYS A B C D E F G H

CELLS 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 4
4

Figure 2-5

Inverted File on Nodes
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node 4. A query involving the conjunction of A and G

should indicate node 4. Thus the query decoding program

must realize that node 4 is under node I in the hierarchy.

Proper program design on suitable computers should minimize

this task.

2.2.5 On-Line Retrievals: Memory Accesses Reduction

Most mrtss storage devices have two components to

the time required to retrieve a record. The larger

component is the time required for the read mechanism

to approach the vicinity of the desired information (or

vice-versa). This is called the access time and is itself

made up of two components, mnotion access and latency

(usually averaging one-half revolution of the recording

media). The smaller component of the retrieval time is

the actual deta transmission time. Typical characteristics

of some mass storage devices are shown in Table 2-3.

Comparing the total access times with the time required to

transmit 2000 bytes, one sees factors ranging from 7 for the

smaller devi.ces up to 19 for the larger capacity memories.

This illustrates two points:

1) Once the access time has been "spent," it costs

relatively little more to read additional

data as long As another access time is not

involved.

2) An appreciable timm savings can be made by
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rc-uclng the required nuimber of memory

accesses.

These points are very pertinent to on-line

systems because the lack of the ability to batch queries

leads to a large number or memory accesses. Automatic

classification takes advantage of item (1) by grouping

like documents into cells which are segments of memory

(tracks, cylinders, ecc.) which do not r uirs more

than one memory acces3. Thus, it costs little extra in

time to retrieve an entire cell than it would to retrieve

a single document.

In addition, classification reduces the number of

memory accesses required (item (2) above) by the very

fact that the documents in a given cell are close to

each other in content. This "likeness" increases the

probability that mult4 le retrievals for a given query

would appear in the same cell. This in turn reduces the

number of cells accesses per query ar! hence the number

of memory accesses required.

This reduction in memory accesses can be trans-

lated into greater on-line capacity for a system.

Alternatively, it might speed operations up enough to

Justify slower, but less costly (&ee Table 2-3) mass

storage devices.
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2.3 OContributions of the Dissertation

The overall accomplishments of this dissertation

aret

I) Definition of some of the problems involved in

automated large-scale informatlon storage

and retrieval systems.

2) Provision of a superior method of solution

for these problems.

3) Demonstration of the feasibility and advan-

tages of this solution.

The methodology on which this solution is based is

that. of automatic classification of the document collection.

Feasibility i& demonstrated by automatically classifying

a file of 50,000 document descriptions.* The advantages

of aut(__jtIc classification are demonstrated by estab-

lishing methods for measuring the quality of classification

systems and applying these measures to a number of dlf-

ferent classification strategies. By indexing the 50,000

documents by independent methods, it is shown that these

advantages are not dependent upon the indexing method

used.

The advantages demonstrated are:

1) Automaticlty.

2) Flexibility.

3) Browsability.

4) Reduction in storage space.
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5)Reduction in retrieval time.



CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Content of this Chapter

The main body of this chapter is concerned with

a critical review of prior publications in the area of

automatic classification theories and experiments. How-

ever, because of the importance of indexing and Its

close ties with classification, a descriptive section on

indexing is included. Another reason for including a

review of indexing efforts is that in preparing one of

the indexes for the experimental file used for this dis-

sertation, the author utilized a form of automatic

indexing (see Appendix A,.

3.2 General Critigue of Prior Experlments

There Is one Item which has been remarkably con-

stant In all research on automatic classifcation to date

(the present study and the work leading up to it excluded).

That is the lack of ex;,erlments on a significantly large

data base. The largest corpus used for automatic

classification experimenLe reported In the 1iterAture

contains about one thousand documents (see See-tion 3.3).

It Is difficult to imagine how one could obta r s rearon-

able number of significant categories, much less a reason-

able hierarchy, with so few documents (most experiments

-3?-
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were done on fewer tha. 400 documents). The current

experiments have clearly shown the need for large-scale

experiments. For example, it has been found (reported

in Chapter 5 of this paper) that in a certatin aspect,

based on 2500 documents, an inverted file outpecforms

a classified file. If the experiments stopped there

the results would have been in error, for the classified

file caught up to and far surpassed the performance of

the inverted file as the number of documents processed

were increased to almost 50,000.

Classification takes a number of different forms.

As stated previously, most classification systems are

a priori and have h:umans do the classifying. The newer

of these Eystems generally use categories as Indexes,

thereby placing a document In more than one category.

These systems have come into being in order to overcom, the

disadvantages of ti-e Dewey decImhl classification. How-

ever, they nave only partially suczeeded; and, In addition,

hsv generally Increased the notational complexity.

Examples of such systems are tre Colon c'2assification

[6,107] and the Universal Decimal Classlflcatlon [49,50,

52,53.54.115]. Reviews of thmse and ocher faceted

classification schemes can be found in Vickery [1J6]

and Taulbee L136].

In the realm of automatic classification, one can

idertify tvo levels of automation. One is the automatic
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placement of documents into a Driori categories. The

other is the use of automated techniques to derive the

classification categories (a posteriori) and then place

the documents into these categories. Experiments have

been performed on each of these levels, though it is felt

that the latter is by far the more significant. The need

for a good a posteriorl automatic classification technique

can be found in the literature. Altmann [2] notes that

the potential users of a system under design demanded

"browsabLity." In t.e absence of a decent automatic

Cystem, a new, a prLorl classification system was designed

specifically for their collection. In designing a system

for the Air Force, Debons, et al. [4o] noted the limita-

tions of all a priori classification systems and reluc-

'I tantly decided that of the available systems, strict

coordinate indexing, with no classification was the route

to take. Lefkovitz, et al. [78,80,143] started using

a posteriori automatic classification in a large-scale

real-time chemical information system but abandoned it

to inverted files due to the lack of data on the quality

of automatic classification on large files.

Very few experirents liave been performed on

Prn-rnncal a posterlorl classification systema. A

!.t,10Ce eixzeptlon is the work of Doyle L42,433j. As stated

trevLously, a hierarchy is required in order to have full

browsing capabilities. In a 1964 review of the stat- of
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the art of IS&R systems, Arnovich, et al. L4] did not

consider the possibility of hierarchical, a posteriori

classification.

A major obstacle to the development of any type

of classification system is measurement of quality. Why

design a system if there is no way tc tell if it is better

or worse than others? Until the present set of experiments,

most olassilicatlon systems were measured by one or more

of the following methods:

(a) relevance assessments of documents in categories

wJh respect to a few search requests,

(b) were documents placed into the same categories

a human classifier would have placad them?,

(c) are a posteriori categories the same as

a priori, hum-n-organized categories?,

(d) do the categories "look good"? (subjective

criterion).

Relevance assessment (a) of documents to requests should

not be used in testing classification techniques. This

use of relevance confuses cVsification with Indexing.

With the use of this measure, one cannot separate the

quality of indexing from the quality of classifying and

is more likely to be teasuring the former. Secondly,

the value of relevance and preciion ratios being used In

any of the ways they are today Is open to question. A

number of papers have been written pointing out the
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shortcomings cf the "pseudo-mathematical" use of. these

ratios [34,35,45.71,121,133,135.

Items (b) and (c) above assume some degree of

a Drior! categorieg. In some experiments the categories

are set up a posteriorl on part of the collection and used

to automatically classify the rest of the collection.

In other -ases the categories are set up apri by

humans. In either case, human judgment of "correct"

document classification or "correct" category content

is required. This is undesirable for two reasons.

Firstly, humans are not terribly consistent in indexing

or classifying documents [17, 93, 122]. Secondly, the goals

of automatic classification are to serve the user as

efficiently as possible and not to conform the system to

preconceived ideas of categories of knowledge. It might

be the case that these are one and the same, but this

judgment must await experimental verification before It

can be accepted.

Measure (d) above can be dismissed as vague,

inconsistent, and not readily amenable to verification,

One attempt at an objective measure of classifi-

cation can be found in Doyle [43]. Here, a collection of

time-ordered items (daily work records and diaries) and

portions of documents was classified. The criterion used

was how well the categories could isolate continuous seg-

ments of time and tie together parts of the sume documents,
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One could not do direct extrapolation of these results

to a more usual collection of documents, but it is a

start towards objective measurements. Unfortunately, the

collection consisted of only 100 Items.

The measurement techniques used for thls disserta-

tion are explained later. However, for comparison with

the above they will be briefly described here. These

measures can be applied to any classification scheme

,(see Chapter 4 for five schemes to which they were applied)

without human judgment. As described in Section 2.1, a

count of the average number of discrete keywords per

category yields a mbasure (to be minimized) of the "like-

ness" of documents in a category. In 'addition, if search

requests are applied to a system (165 requests were used

in this set of experiments), the number of categories

looked at as well as the number of documents searched in

these categories should be minimized. These measures can

be used to compare the quality of two or more classification

systems. In addition, the plot of keys per category versus

number of categories could be thought of as an absolute

measure, using the diagonal line of Fig. 2.1 as a reference

line. However, this must be tempered by the fact that

different collections probably have different relative

minima for the average keys per cell. Therefore, for best

measurements, experiments must be done on the same or

similar files.
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One of the reasons generally given for using few

documents in an experiment is that automatic classification

of large numbers of documents requires much time and/or

high-speed memory (which can be converted into time via

use of secondary storage) and that one or both of these

factors are not available or cost too much to justify.

Experiments are then performed with few documents but

with full realization that actual systems would incur

great expense in trying to classify large numbers of

documents by the experimental methods [73]. In most

automatic clas. fication systems being considered today

(clustering types), classification time is proportional

to the square, or even the cube, of the number of docu-

ments in the system. This is because of the need to

compare every document (or partial category) with every

other document (or partial category) or to generate and

manipulate matrixes whose sides are proportiona. to the

number of documents and/or the number of discrete keywords

in the system (see Doyle [44], "Breaking th _ Cost Barrier

in Automatic Classification"). This means that the cost

of classification per documert goes up at least lInearly

with the number of documents. Considering collections

numbering in the millions of documents, it is evident

that systems with the above characteristics are unaccept-

able.

There are two systems which are known to break
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2

this Nd effect. One is proposed (discussed on page 50)

by Doyle [44] and the other is presented in this disserta-

tion. Both are hierarchic, a posterlori classification

systems which work from the top (all the documents) down

(to the categories). In both, the time proportionality

factor (Nd documents) is approximately NdlogNd , where the

logarithmic base is the number of branches at each node of

the hierarchy.

The cost involved with processing millions of

documents eliminates the application of more sophisti-

cated (i.e., theoretical) and/or deterministic techniques

towards the problems of automatic classification. Few

would doubt the possibilities of translating the problems

of automatic classification into the realm of automata

or linear programming theory. However, the practicalities

of millions of different documents with tens of thousands

of discrete keywords and tens of millions of keyword

appearances eliminates the use of these otherwise attrac-

tive-looking devices.

Before the examination of particular automatic

classification schemes, a word should be said about; another

type of classification. This is classifying, grouping, or

relating index terms to aid retrieval but not to be used

to group documents. These schemes could have merit in

certain cases, but are not of direct interest here. Ex-

amples can be found in [5,56.74.75,79.114,130154 ].
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The most extensive of these studies was done by Zimmerman

[154] who automatically classified the keywords in 25000

document descriptions into Exclusive and Inclusive groups.

However, possibly due to the use of only 85 keywords, his

results are not very encouraging for the future of this

type of classification.

3.3 Automatic Classification

Table 3-1 (a-d) summarizes some significant facts

about previous automatic classification experiments. This

table and the cited references (plus the following discus-

sion) are presented in lieu of a detailed description of

each classification algorithm and experiment. hany reviews

are availRble which describe the actual algorithms used to

set up the categories or the statistical processes used

to classify the documents [16.59,72,73,136,147], but none

summarize the vital ststintis for more than a very few

experiments. Other, more general, reviews of automatic

classification are also available [19,128,129] imbedded in

reviews of broader areas of interest.

Lance and Williams [72,73] divide a posterior.

t1assification strategies into hierarchical systems and

clustering systems. They further subdivide hierarchical

systems Into agglomerative methods and 'divisive methods.

In agglomerative methods (the only type they consider) the

hierarchy is formed by combining dnouments. groups of
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documents, and groups of groups of documents un.il all

documents are In one large group: tfie entire collectioni

itself. The hierarchy being thus formed, all that remains

is to select some criterion, such as category size, by

which one cuts off the bottom of the hierarchy, thereby

producing categories. Experiments using such a method were

performed by Doyle [42,43] using the Ward grouping program

[148]. Prywes [97,98,99] has also devised a system of

this type. Wolfberg [1531 has done some preliminary work

on this algorithm, but because of computational difficulties

with large collections, no large-scale experiments have yet

been performed.

Divisive techniques have long been thought the

realm of philosophers and other designers of a priori break-

downs of knowledge. With this technique, one starts with

the entire collection and successively subdivides it until

appropriately sized categories are obtained. Doyle [44]

has proposed a system of this type (see Dattola [39] for

prell-inary experiments). However, this system requires

some a Driort categories as a starting point at each level

of classification. Whither or not this can be overcome

(it probably can) remains to be seen.

The algorithm used (among others) in this paper -

called *CLASFY" - is also of the hierarchical divisive

type. but is of a self-starting variety. Previous

experiments performed during the development of CLASFY
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are summaritd in Table 3-2. For completeness, the present

experiments using CLASFY are Pummarized in Table 3-3.

Clustering systems involve a wide varlecy of

classification techniques which seek to group index terms

or dnrlments with high association factors together

into "clusters", "clumps*, or "factors" without trying Vo

obtain a hierarchy. Some examples of experiments with

some of these methods are shown in Table 3-1. Moat of

these methods require matrix manipulation, though it

should be added that the precise manner of these manipu-

lations varies widely with the particular scheme used.

Another scheme of thl. _neral type is latent clais analy-

sis, proposed by Baker [7,8]. This method can utilize

correlations of triplets or larger sets of Index terms as

well as pairs of terms as utilized by the other methods.

There have been no reports of experiments using latent

class analysis.

Price and Schiminovich L96] have recently

manually simulated automatic clustering of 240 physics

documents using bibliographic citations instead of keywords

as the basis for the clu'tering algorithm. Even though

this technique might be satsffctory under certain limited

conditions, because of the variability of authorn in citing

references it Is doubtful that this could be uaed am &

general methco. The quality oriterion used in the above

experiment wan equivalent to (a) of Section 3.2.
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Some other papers of interest to automatic classifi-

cation are: OCunnor [91] (an "old" article on classifi-

cation designed for peek-a-boo cards), Chien and Preparata

[28] (file organization after automatic classification),

Soergel [124] (highly theoretical - doubtful practical

application), Nagy [87] (application of various automatic

classification techniques to pattern recognition), and

Sokal [125] (numerical taxoromy, or, the use of automatie

techniques in biological classification).

3.4 Indexing and Automatic Indexing

Many more experiments have been carried out on

indexing than on classification for automated IS&R systems.

In addition, the indexing experiments were generally

designed to be much more effective in selecting good

indexing systems than were the classification experiments

in selecting good classification systems. For example,

out of 26 index evaluation projects reported in tabular

form by Bourne [22]. 21 of them involved comparative

evaluations of from two to as many as about 15 different

indexing schemes, some automatic and some not. Stevens

[128] presents a good state-of-the-art report on automatic

Indexing and related problems as of early 1965. More

recent reviews of automatic indexing are also available

[9,19,108]. Henderson L59] recently gathered informative

abstracts of a number of papers dealing with IS&R systems
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with particular emphasis on those dealing with indexing.

Once again, a significant deficiency in most

automatic indexing experiments is the small collections

upon which corilusions are based. A notable exception to

this are the experiments of Guiliano and Jones [55] where

collections of 10,000 documents were used. Other defi-

ciencies of automatic indexing experiments are similar to

some of those (particularly the notion of relevance)

described in Section 3.2 for automatic classification.

Since this paper is not directly concerned with

indexing, specific indexing projects will not be reviewed.

Instead, a few words will be salA about comparative

indexing experiments, especially those pertaining to the

type of automatic indexing described in Appendix A.

Reasearch on comparative indexing has progressed

from comparing manual indexes (such as Cleverdon, et al.

[30]) to more recent work on comparing manual indexing

with various forms of automatic indexing. A detailed

analysis of various modes of automatic indexing is being

performed by project SMART under the guidance of Salton

[116,117,118,120]. Some of the items under study are

document length (title istracts vs. full text),

matching functions and term weights, langua.ge normaliza-

tion (delete suffix "s", word stems, full thesaurus, etc.),

manual indexing, and synonym and phrase recognition.
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Salton has found that, in general, for his test collections

detailed manual indexing (over 30 terms per document) is

slightly better than the automatic indexing techniques

used, indexing on abstracts is better than on title alone,

and use of a thesaurus involving synonym recognition is

more effective than word atems which is slightly better than

deleting only suffix "s" and common words.

Other experiments have been performed comparing

Indexingby title words vs. abstract words [68,109] and

,title words (usually KWIC, keyword-in-context) vs. manual

indexes Ci,12,24.29,69]. The general consensus is that

titles of technical articles are sufficiently descriptive

to be used for automatic indexing but that abstraots would

probably serve somewhat better. These results (including

those of project SMART) were used in semi-automatiolly

indexing almost 50,000 documents (see Appendix A) used in

the current experiments.



CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL CLASSIFICATION STRATEGIES

4.1 Introduction

This chapter contains descriptions of the various

classification algorithms used In these experiments. The

classification experiments themselves are described in the

next chapter.

Five different algorithms were studied. Three of

these are a posteriori, one a priori and one random, for

comparison. Of the three a posteriori systems, only one

Is basically of a hierarchlcal nature (CLASFY). This

system was studied with numerous variations of parameters

and, as shall be seen, input orderings. It was found to

be the best among those investigated. Because of the time

required for processing of the large files, much of the

parameter optimization was done on the small keyword file.

In actual system nneration the time required to classify

a large file (assuming processing time increases no faster

than NdlogNd - see Chapter 3) Is not so important because

the classificationwould be performed once and not repeate4

until a substantial number of new documents have entered

the system.

In all of the systems studied, a document ac-

quired between classifications or memory reorganizations

would be placed Into a cell based on the original concept

-57-
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of ths particular classification system in question.

All CLASFY processing was done on an IBM 7040

computer In PAP. All other processing was done on an IBM

360/65 computer in PL/I.

4.2 A Hierarchical Classification Algorithm (CIASFY)

The original version of the primary classification

algorithm under consideration here was conceived by Dr. David

Lefkovitz [76*] and was programmed by Angell [3] In MAP on

an IBM 7040 computer. Since then It has been used to auto-

matically classify a document file for the Air Force [31,77].

In addition. It was used for a while In an experimental chem-

ical IS&R system [78,80,143] but was discontinued because

of lack of information about its performance on large files.

However, until now, no means was available for measuring

the quality of this algorithm. In the course of the current

work, the above algorithm was improved and evaluated, and

then compared with other classification systems.

4.2.1 Description of the Algorlthm

CLASFY Is a hierarchical classification algorithm

of the divisive type. That Is. one starts with the entire

collection and successively partitions it into smaller and

smaller groups until a group size criterion is met. These

final groups are called cells and are the actual categories

into which the documents are placed.

* Appendix B.
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Each node Is treated independently of the others.

In other words, the algorithm is first applied to the entire

collection. This results in partitioning the collection

into N groups, represented by nodes in the classification

tree. The selection of an appropriate node stratification

number, N (i.e., number of branches out of a node or number

of groups into which each node is partitioned) is discussed

in Section 4.2.4.1. The algorithm is then reapplied to

each of the resulting N nodes -ielding N additional groups

(assuming a constnnt stratification number) for each of

these nodes. By row the collection has been divided into

N2 mutually exclusive grouips of documents. This is con-

tinued until a size criterion, such as number of documents

per group or number of computer words per group is met for

each resulting group. Because collections are not com-

pletely homogeneous, the size criterion will generally be

met at different tree levels lor different portions of the

classification tree. Therefore, in general. the resulting

tree wilL not be a "regular" tree, terminating throughout

at the same level.

Each node Is represented by the keyword surrogates

of the documents at that node and by the keyword vocabu-

in ry mnde up of the unlon or the keywords of thease sur-

rogate3. The algorLthm (operatIng at any giver node) is

based on three principles.

1) The kvword vocabulnry Is to be partitlored

iome vumber of groups such that every
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document description (of -the documents at that

node) is represented in at least ore of the

resulting groups.

2) The groups should be constructed such that

each document description appears in as few

groups as possible.

3) The number of keywords in each group should be

roughly equal.

It should be noted that if principle 3) was not

included, the solution to 1) and 2) would be to place all

documents into one group. Of course, this would not

result in any partitioning. The word "roughly" in prin-

ciple 3) is executed by defining a sensitivity factor, E.

An attempt Is made to al'Low the number of keywords in

each group to differ from those of any other group by no

more than E (this can not always be -one). Further dis-

cussion of the sensitivity factor can be found in Section

4.2.4.2.

Even though a document description may appear in

more than one resulting group. It Is assigned to only one

of these grouns (see the actual nlgorithm below).

The algorithm Itself consists of a three ass pro-

cess. That is, at eazrn node, the keyword surrogites of

the documents at that node are linearly sctrned three times

(actually, the third scan does not look at all the documents

and, In fact, at times Includes few or no documents).
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Looking at the entire tree, this means that the entire

collection of Nd documents is scanned linearly in three

passes at each tree level. Since the time required fir

linear scans varies in proportion to the number of docu-

ments and the number of levels varies with the logarithm

of the number of documents, it can be seen where Ndlog Nd

(where the logarithmic base is N, the stratification

number) was arrived at for the proportionality factor for

classification time (see Section 3.2).

In the following description of the classification

algorithm for CLASFY, N represents The stratification

Number, E the sensitivity factor, and D a particular

document description (i.e., keyword surrogate). Figure

4-. presents R macro-flowchart of CLASFY. For more detailed

flowcharts of the original version of CLASFY, see Angell

[3].

PASS

This pass partitIons the keyword vocabulary of a

node into N non-excluslve groups by adding the keywords

of each document, one at a time, to one of the N groups.

1) Number the resuiting groups 1,2,3...N. Ini-

tially, all groups have no keywords. The file

Is positioned at the beginning.

2) The next destription, D, is read. Denote the

group which contains the most keyword3 of D,

group I. If there are two or more such groups,
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denote the one with the fewest distinct

keywords as group 1. If there are Itill two

or more groups, arbitrarily select the one

with the lowest group number as group i.

3) Let the number of keywords in group i be de-

noted ni and the number of keywords of D not

in group I (i.e., the number of keywords which

would have to be added to group i if D were

included in that group) be denoted as a, . The

following inequality is tested for j = 1,2...N,

(n, + a i ) I (nj + aj) + E.

If true, that is, if the new size of group I

is no more than E greater than the potential

new size of any other group, the keywords of D

are added (union) to the 1eywords of group 1.

Otherwise. 3et I = j (that J for which the

above expression is not true) and continue the

above test en the remainder of the groups.

4) If this is the last document, return to thie

begInnIng of the file and go on to Pass 2. If,

not, go to item 2) of thls pass.

It can be seen that tnis proc,-6s giuarantees that

the keywords of every document description are included '.n

at least one group. However, no documents have been as-

signed to any group.
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PASS 2

This oass assigns those documents whose descrip-

tions appear in only one group to that specific group.

Documents with dpscriptions in more than one group are

deferred for Pass 3 processing.

1) The next description, D, is read. If all the

keywords of D appear in o one group, those

keywords (of D) are flagged in that group and

D is assigned to that group. The flagged key-

words are essential because no other group con-

tains all the keywords of D.

2) If the keywords of D appeue in more than one

group, no keywords are flagged and D is written

on an Intermediate file for Pass 3 processing.

This indicates that a redundancy exists.

3) if this is the last document, position the

intermediate file at the beginning and go on

to Pass 3. If not, go to item I) of this pass.

At this point, some of the documents have been

assigned groups and some of the keywords in the groups have

been flagged.

This pass of redvndant descriptions from Pass 2

attempts to minimize description redundancies among the

groups of keywords.

1) The next description, D, on the intermediate
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file is re 1.

2) If the keywords of D are all flagged within at

least one group, assign D to the first such

group encountered (other methods can also be

used to select which of these groups, if more

than one, to which D should be assigned). If

the keywords of D are not all flagged within

any group, consider the groups which contain

all the keywords of D. Of these, determine

which one has the most keywords of D flagged

(if more then one, arbitrarily choose the one

with 6he lowest grc p number). Assign D to

that group and flag the remainder of the key-

words of D in that group.

3) If this is the last document, processing is

complete for this node. If not, go to item

1) of this pass.

All documents have now been aseigned groups. The

Unflaxged keywords in each group are redundant and are not

contained in any document description in that group, These

new nodes are now ready for repartitioning, if desired.

When the cell criterion has beer met by a particular group,

it is considered to be a cell and the keys associated with

that cell are the flagged keys of the group.

Figure 4-2 shows part of a classification via

CLASFY of the large keyword file. Pertinent parts of the
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hierarchy are also shown. This particular node (number 5)

contains 4267 documents (items) and N = 5, E = 75, and C =

460 documents. It should be noted that group 5 passes the

size criterion (393 documents) and therefore is a terminal

node (node 26), or cell.

4.2.2 Classification Example

The difficulty with presenting examples of classi-

fication is that systems such as CLASFY were designed for

large numbers of documents. Their use on small collections

will often produce poor classifications. With this In

mind, the following example was chosen to illustrate aspects

of the various classification algorithms, and not because

"good" classificatl.ons will be produced.

A file of 14 document descriptions are displayed in

Figure 4-3. The keywords of the documents were ordered and

replaced by rank numbers as described in Section A.2.

These integer keywords will be used ns the document des-

criptors. This file will be classified with N = 2 and E

= 0. The classificatLon will be carried out on two levels,

disregarding any cell criteria.

Figure 4-4 shows the three pass partitioning of the

top node (14 documents). The keywords are shown in the

order that they were added to the groups. Note that in

Pass 3, documents DI and DIO were added to group 1 and

kelwords 8 and 9 were found to be redundant and were
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Document NaMe Keywords Integer Keywords

DI A B 2 3

T)2 A CD 2 45

D3 A CF 2 46

D4 A EF 27 6

D5 B DK 35 1

D6BC 3 4

D7 D MN 5 10 11

D8 E K 7 1

D9 F GH 6 12 13

D10 8 89

DI J K 9 1

D12 I K 8 1

D13 K L 1 14

D4M N 0 10 11 15

Figure 4-3

A Sample File of Document Descriptions
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'deleted from group 2.

Each of the two groups of documents produced by

the partitioning (see Pass 3, Fig. 4-4) are now successively

partitioned to form a third level. The resulting three

level binary tree is shown in Figure 4-5. The numbers in

the boxes represent the keywords of the group which formed

that node. This tree (but not the document groups) will

be modified later on in this chapter in order to facilitate

browsing.

If further partitioning were desired, some or all

of the four groups of documents could be used as input to

the next level partitioning. For example, if the maximum

documents per cell was set at 'hree, only Group I would

be repartitioned, the rest becoming terminal nodes, or

cells.

4.2.3 Unusual Situations

Two related situations which are not taken care of

in the basic CLASFY algorithm were encountered in proces-

sing the large files.

The first can occur upon a proper combination of

a relatively large sensitivity factor, relatively small

number of documents (i.e., just above the cell criterion),

and relatively small vocabulary of keywords contained in

these documents. When these conditions allow, some of the

N groups formed are empty. This occurs because, during
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1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
7, 8. 9, 10, 11,
12, 13. 14, 15

1. ? 3. 5, 6, 2, 3, 4+, 5, 6,
7, 8. 9, 12, 10, 11, 15
13, 14

1,2,3,5, 1,2, 6, ?, 2 3. 4. 5, ,4 6,.0
8. 9, 1i 12, 13 10, 1 , 15

D1 -2 3 D-2 7 6 D2-2 4 5 D3 -2 4 6
D5 -3 5 1 D8-7 1 D6-3 4 D14-10 11 15
D10-8 9 D9-6 12 13 D7-5 10 11
UL 1-9 1
D12-8 1
D13-1 14

Group I Group I Group Iii Group IV

Average Keys per Cell - 6.25

Figure 4-5

Classification Tree. 14 Documents, N - 2, E - 0
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Pass I processing, the relation

(n I + a,) 5(nj + a,) + E

can hold for all the remaining documents even though one

or more of the nj (number of keywords in group J) are zero,

When this situation arises, the empty groups are ignored

and are not counted In the total number of cells (even

though they trivially pass the cell critierion),

A more serious situation occurs when this afore-

mentioned condition is carried to extremes. That is, when

all but one group is empty. This i a rare situation but

is most likely to occur (and has in both large files) when

the documents of a node have few keywords per document

and there is a high degree of overlap between keywords.

The best example of this Is a set of Identical document

descriptions numbering more than the cell criterion. When

this situatlon occurs, the classification process is endless,

for each partitioning will result in one group of all the

documents and N - I empty groups. The solution arrived at

is when this is recognized by encountering N-i empty des-

criptor groups at the end of Pass 1, to arbitrarily

partition the nose into N equally sized (if possible)

groups of documents.
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4.2.4 Discussion of Parameters

4.2.4.1 Stratification Numbers

The stratification (also called rauificatlon)

number of a node is the number of branches (partitions)

leading out of that node. When searching for an optimum

value for this number, a number of factors must be taken

Into account. Among these are:

1) What is the best number in relation to user

efficiency of browsing through a hierarchy?

2) What i the best number in relation to mini-

mizing the number of keywords per cell for

any given number of cells?

3) How does the size and scope of the collection

affect the optimum stratification number?

Another point to consider is the advisability of a

fixed strstifIcatIon number versus a varying one. For

simplicity, in these experiments the stratification

number was selected at the start of each classification

and was not changed. Of course, the lower the stratifica-

tion number, the deeper (more levels) the classification

tree will be.

With reference to item 1) above, Prywes, et al.

C103,104] have found that based on minimizing decision time,

the node stratification number has a broad optimum at e

(2.?18..-' More recently, Thompson, et al. E138,139"
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have taken "window shift time" as well as "decision time"

into account. Thompson defines these terms as:

"Decision time r ,ulred for visdhlly orienting
to an alternative branch, focusing on the word
or statement describing the alternative, and
deciding whether or not the alternative is in
the direction in which to continue the search."

and "Window shift time required to shift the viewing
window to the next level of the tree and visually
to orient oneself to the new display."

In an on-line interactive system, window shift time

is that time required to perform an indicating function,

such as touching a point on a CRT display with a ilght

pen, plus the time required for the computer to retrieve

and display a new tree section. It was found that the

optimum stratification number Is de-endent upon the r~tlc

of these quantities, but indeperent of the size of tne

data base. For realistic estImates of thils ratio, tne

optimum node stratification number was found to always

lie in the rAnge 3 -5.

Classificntion experiments were p*rformed on tn-

small keyword file to answer item 2) above. These PxrerI-

ments varied the stratlficatlon number, N, while kee; Ing

the sensitivity factor £, constant. It was found that on

going from N a 2 to N 3, tnere was a reductlon of about

five percent in the number of keys per cell. However,

Increasing N beyond I did not significantly affect tne

number of keys per cell.

Based on the above and the Intuit'e feeiirg thnat
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the answer to item 3) is that the stratification number

should be somewhat larger for larger collections, the

stratification numbers used for the major experiments

of this research were chosen to be N = 3 for the small

file and N = 5 for bch large files. One possible jus-

tification for Inc2easing N with collection size is that

this slows the increase in classification time. In fact,

if logN Nd were kept a constant, the classification time

would t. proportional to Nd and hence the time (i.e., cost)

per document would remain a constant for any collection

size. If logE Nd were set equal to seven (log3 2254 a 7.03,

log5 46900 = 6.64 for the co±lectluna studied here), N

would not reach ten until 107 documents were in the col-

lection.

4.2.4.2 Sensitivity Factor

The sensitivity factor, E, strongly affects the

quality of the final classification. E is used during Pass

I to control the relative sizes of the groups of keywords

as they grow. A small E tends to even out the number of

keywords per group, while a large E tends to emphasize key-

word co-occurrence among the document descriptions. For

small numbers of documents, the number of documents per

group Is approximately proportional to the number of keys

per group. Therefore, since it is desirable to form

groups of about the same size, for small collections



(or the lower nodes of classifications of large c-1-

lections) a relatively small valud of E is lesirable.

This does not necessarily hold for large collections.

For example. in Fig. 4-2, group 3 has 1085 keys and 1725

documents, while group 5 has 1157 keys and only 393 docu-

innts. A more extreme example is a case (in a classifi-

cation of 46,821 documents) where two groups with the samre

riuber of keywords had 27387 ard 2367 docurents respectively,

The fact that larger -a.ues of E emphasize keyword

co-occurrence, and hence, better class'fications is

illastrated .n Figure 4-6. These curves (only parts of

which arc. shown in the diagr&m) show that, holding all

other parameters cons-ant, fewer keys per ce~l (i.e.,

better classification) results from increasing E. However,

the improvement gained by increasing E decreases as E

gets larger. This can bo seen in Fig. 4-6 by observing

that the deceea,'s In keys per cell are about equal for

E going from 0 to 10, from 10 to 50 and from 50 to 150.

The effect from ".creasing E In Pajs I Is felt in later

passes by decreasing the umiber of redundant descriptions

pr.cessed in Pass 3 ("PdASE 2 REDUNDANCY" of Fig. 4-2).

For the examples shown In Fig. k-6, the sum of the redun-

dant descriptions processed by Pass 3 of the first three

levels of the hierarchies are 2029 for E = 0 and 1267 for

E =50.

The net result Is that E should be set an high as
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800-

600 E 0 , -I.i
-E - 10

E0 250 30- 40W 5060 810

Figure 4-6

Effects of E on Keys per Cell. N v3. Nd 2254
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possible without greatly unbalancing the size of the

groups and hence, the structure of the hierarchy. With

this in mind (for the experiments reported In chapter 5),

E was set at 50 for the small file. In order to take

advantage of all the above aspects of E, E was set at

75 - 150 for the top of the classifications of the large

files and varied down to 25 - 40 for the lower nodes of

the elassifications.

4.2.5 Ordering of Input

The actual categories formed by CLASFY and therefore,

the quality of the classification, depend, to some extent,

on the order in which the documents are processed. It is

desirable to obtain a unique ordering of documents which

optimizes the classification. A number of different

orderings were tried, some unique (independent of the

original order) and some not (e.g., random ordering). One

particular ordering was found to outperform all of the

others for all three files.

Because the orderings used are similar to basic

elements of the other classification algorithms described

in this chapter, they will not be discussed here. The

reporting of the results of the different orderings will

be deferred until Chapter 5.
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4.3 Hierarchy Generation

The classiflcat~on tree of Figure 4-5 does not

present a hierarchy suitable for browsing. For browsing,

it is desirable for the more general terms to be near the

top of the hierarchy, progressing downwards until the

most specific terms are near the bottom.

The hierarchy of keywords is formed from the

bottom to the top. It should be noted that this keyword

hierarchy is not used as a semantic hierar,'hy in a the-

saurus in oi der to obtain descriotors for documents,

but comes about a posteriorl. Initially, the terminal

nodes, or cells, are assigned the keywords which result

from the union of the keyword surrogates of the documents

in that cell. The keywords of the N termiral nodes under

a parent (next level up the hiter-rchy) node are then inter-

sected and those resulting keywurds are assigned to the

parent node. The keyword set;s of the ori. Inal N nodes

are then deleted of the keywords assigned to the parent

node. This process is ccntinued until the Lop node is

reached. A hierarchy was generared for the example of

Section 4.2.2 and is shown in Figure 4-7. This shoild be

compared with the classification tree of , 1'ure 4-5.

Figure 4-7 also indicates the carnonical node

numbers for thle seven nodes in the hierarchy. This method

of node numbering allows one to immedilatelfy detLt( ne the

location of a node from its number. For e.tmPe, coll III



Node I.

Noded NodNde1.

Dl -3 D42 ?6D2 4 , 10,211

D-3. 51..8- \ 1.1 1.2.1D1-l 12.5

D10-8 9 D9 6 12 13 D7-5 10 11
D11-9 I.
D12-8 21
D13-1 14

CELL I CELL II CELL III CELL IV

Figure 4-7

Keyword Hierarchy for Example of Section~ 4.2.2



of Fig. 4-7 Is node 1.2.1. To find this node one starts

at the top (i), takes the second branch from the left (1.2)

and then the first branch from the left (1.2.1). The

number of digits in a node's number indicates the level

of the node in the nierarcny (here, cell III is on the

third level),

It might seem that the more frequently a term is

used, the higher it should be in the hierarchy. In general,

this is true. However, equally important is how a term

is used. A keyword which is high on the frequency rank

by virtue of appearIng in almost every document description

of a few specialties would not rise very high in the

hierarchy. On the other hand, a keyword with the same

frequency of occurrence but with broader appeal might

rise close to the top ol the hierarchy. Incidently, there

is nothing in the nierarchy generais.on algorithm to prevent

;he same keyword from appearing at more than one node,

In fact, this occurs for the majority of tre keywords,

Two properties of this type of keyword hierarchy

are worth noting L31,77j. The first ls -hat the keyword.

of each documen; description are wholly oontained in the

set of keywords consisting of the keywords at tne node&

in the direct path from the top of the hierarchy to tne

terminal node which contains that aocument. In other words,

referring to Fig. 4-7, one is guaranteed that the keywords

of document D7 all occur in the union of the keywords of
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nodes 1, 1.2, and 1.2.1. The second property is that each

keyword will appear at most once in any given path from

the top of the hierarchy to a terminal node. This means

that if a keyword appears at node1.2, it cannot appear

at nodes 1, 1.2.1, or 1.2.2.

It would seem that if a reasonable number of key-

words exist above the lower levels of a hierarchy, it

means that the classification algorithm did not do a very

good job of grouping like documents. To some expent this

is true. That is, the better the classification, the fewer

1eywords above the lowest two or three levels of the

hierarchy. For an ideal collection from a classification

viewpoint (i.e., the cells form a mutually exclusive

partition of the entire keyword vocabulary), there would

be no keywords abovi the cell level. However, in any

real collection there are a sufficient number of keywords

generic to enough segments of the collection to form a

reasonable hierarchy, regardless of how good a classifi-

cation one achieves.

Varioas tables are required for using a hierarchy

of this nature in an IS&H system.

4.3.1 Node-to-Key Table

The node-to-key table is of direct use in brow-

sing. A user might enter a hierarchy at node 1 and suc-

cessively decide to proceed to node 1.2 and then 1.2.1.
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The retrieval system must be able to quickly retrieve the

keywords appearing at any given node. This is done by

entering the node-to-key table with a node number and

coming out with the corresponding key numbers. Figure

4-8 shows the node-to-key table for the example of this

chapter.

This table is actually the Internal representation

of a hierarchy in a computer memory.

4.3.2 !. o-Node Table

Thi key-to-node table is used for retrievals by

conjunctions and disjunctions of keywords. For example,

consider the key-to-node table of the current example

shown in Figure 4-9. This is actually an inverted file on

nodes as opposed to the usual inverted file on documents.

Suppose that the following is a document request

(the keywords have already been converted to integer form)s

4 & (2 v 3 v 7).

After entry into the key-to-node taole this is converted

to:

.2 & (I v i.1.1 v 1.2.1 v 1.1.2)

Because each description mus- occur in the path between

the top node and a document's cell, and because of the

nature of canonical node numbering, only those conjuncts

which do not disagree in any digits (a missing digit is

not a disagreement) constitute valid search paths. In
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NODb, EY

1. L.2 i.7. 12, 13

1.2 4, 10, ,1.

.2.1 3. 5

1.. .2 6, 15

Figure 4-8

Node-to-Key Table for Example



KEY NODE

1 1.1

2 1.

4 1.2

6 1.1.2. 1.2.2

7 1.1.2

81..

9 1.

10 1.2

I11 1.2

12 1.1.2

13 1.1.2

14 1.1.1

15 1.2.2

Figure 4-9

Key-to-Node Table for Example
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this example 1.2 & 1.1.1 and 1.2 & 1.1.2 do not constitute

valid paths as they differ in the second digit (i.e., 1.2

& 1.1.2 imply that keywords 2 and 7 do not appear in any

document descriptions). On the other hand, 1.2 & 1 results

in node 1.2 and 1.2 & 1.2.1 results in node 1.2.1.

The original request could have been to display

these nodes (via the node-to-key table) in order to browse

through the tree without having to start at the top. If

this were tho case, nodes 1.2 and 1.2.1 would be displayed.

However, if the request was for the documents themselves

(as it is), a third table must be consulted.

4.3.3 Terminal Node Table

The terminal node table is used for converting

from a node number to one or more cell addresses. For

this example, the terminal node table would loolz like:

Terminal Node Cell

1.1.1 I

1.1.2 ii

1.2.1 III

1.2.2 IV

Upon ertering this table with a node number, one retrieves

all cell locations whose terminal node numbers match the

incoming node number through the level of the incoming

nude number. For this example, the node numbers under

question are 1.2 and 1.2.1 (see prevlou section). For
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1.2, the terminal node table indicates 1.2.1 and 1.2.2

as terminal nodes and therfore cell III and IV are indicated.

For 1.2.1, cell III Is ndlcated once again. Thus, cell

III Is to be searched for the keyword functions (4 & 2) and

(4 & 3) and cell IV for (4 & 2). When this is done (see

Fig. 4-7), documents D2, D3. and D6 are retrieved.

It should be noted that in thic system, the Indi-

cation to search a cell does not guarantee that any docu-

ment descriptions exist In that cell which satisfy the

search request. One purpose of classificbtion is to

maximize the probability that if a cell is searched, tnere

will be documents there which sLAIsfy the origin-al request.

4.4 Forward and Reverse ClassIfIcat.an8

When working on any relatively complex task, one

often wonders: "isn't there an easier way of doing this?"

With that thought in m~nd. an attempt was made to solve

the classifIcation proolem Dy sorting the document file

and then partitioning it in a sir-ge pass.

The results of this Pndeavor are two classification

schemes, herein called forward and reverse classification,

which differ only on the sorting order and not on the

partitioning algorithm, In addition, since the resulting

orderings are unique (In ,ependent of the orlglrul ordering)

they were also used an input to CLASeY (see Section 4.2.5).

The rationale behind sorLing as a oiqssification
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algorithm is that in a file sorted on keywords, most docu-

ments will have at least one, and many times more, keyword

in common with its neighbors. Tn addition, if documents

are forced together by virtue of having a few particular

keywords the same, the chances are good that other keyword

co-occurrences will exist.

4.4.1 Fcrward Crdering

For the forward ordering, the keywords of each

donument are first sorted (this was done in the actual

experiments using linear selection with exchange [ 64 J)

in ascending order. Figure 4-10a shows this for the 14

documents of Figure 4-3. After this has been done to all

the document descriptions, the strings of keywords are

temporarily considered to be individual, variable length,

strings of digits. All keywords must be considered to be

of the same length as the longest keyword. For this ex-

ample, the string of D7 would be 051011.

The documents are then sorted (in the actual experi-

ments, IBM system sort routines L 65] were used) in ascen-

ding order of keyword strings. This is shown in.Figure

4-10b. Thus,the entire file hai been ordered by frequency

of the keywords occurring in the document descriptions.

Figure 4-1i shows the first 45 documents of the

title word file in forward order. The headings on this

figure are: NDOC - order number of document, ABNO - digit
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"1" followed by abstract (document) number (00000 - 47055),

SECT - a priori category ("section") number (not used here

- see Section 4.6), NSEL - number of keywc:ds, KEYS -

integer keywords.

It should be noted that thi.s ordering does not al-

ways force "like" documents to be near each other. For

example, cunsider two documents with descriptions 1 5 6 7

'nd 5 6 7 respectively. They would not be placed near

each other because in the forward ordering, 5 6 7 would be

placed after all the documents with keywords 1, 2, 3, and

4 while 1 5 6 7 would be placed at.or near the beginning

of the ordering.

4.4.2 Reverse Ordering

Basically, the reverse ordering is the opposite

of the forward ordering. However, there is one very im-

portant difference. Without this difference, the order of

the keywords in each document description would be switched.

For example, 10 11 15 would become 15 ii 10. However, 15

is a unique (i.e., occurs only once in the collection)

keyword. Therefore, because 15 cannot occur in any other

document, it doesn't make sense to use 15 as the highest

order keyword for sorting. Therefore, only the order of

the non-unique keywords is reversed in going from the for-

ward to the reverse ordering. Now 10 ii 15 beco es 11 iC?

15. The result of this keyword ordering for the example is
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shown in Figure 4-12a (here, 12 is the lowest unique key-

word).

The sort of the documents on the keyword strings

proceeds as in the forward ordering except that the docu-

ments are now sorted'in descending order of keyword strings.

This is shown in Figure 4-12b.

4.4.3 Modified Orderings

These orcerings can be improved to some extent.

Consider the forward ordering of Fig 4-10b. .he keywords

of document D7 do not appear elsewhere in the vicinity of

that document. This Is because the other occurrences of

Keyword 5 occurred in descriptions with lower keywords (D2

and D5), and therefore were ailready accounted for. The

logical location for D7 is next to D14 since both documents

have keyw-rd 10 (and, Incidentally, keyword 11).

This situation can occur whenever all but one

occurrence of a keyword appear in documents with lower

(for forward ordering) or higher (but non-unique, for

reverse ordering) keywords. ThIs occurs in documents D6,

D7, D9, D10, and D14 in the forward ordering (Fig. 4-10b)

and documents D12, D6, Dl, and D13 in the reverse ordering

(Fig. 4-12b). While keyword co-occurrence cannot always

be improved by modifying the ordering, It was shown by

experimentation that it can in enough instances to make it

worthwhile.
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Figure 4-13 presents a flowchart for a program

which modifies the ordering of the forward ordering. For

-the reverse ordering, one only has to change the state-

ments involving CURRENT in boxes A, B, and C to: CURRENT

= highest keyword (box A), CURRENT = CURRENT - I (Box B),

and CURRENT = 1? (box C).

Figure 4-14 shows the resulting forward and re-

verse ordering for the f le of the exam Ae after processing

by the modification program. For the forward ordering,

four doczme,4 t (D6, D7. D9, and Di0) were removed from

the input file for later proessing (i.e., were written

onto the '1'6M.P or LAb*T Illes) and three ox tnese ultimai-±y

wound up in the LAST file (D6, v9, D10) before being

outputted. Note that the LAST file collects all the docu-

ments whose keywords are unlike the first keyword of any

other document in the final ordering (sort of a garbage

collector). The reve rse ordering had only two documents

removed from the input f1le (D12 and D6) and none of these

wound up in the LAST file. It should be noted that is Is

possible for a document to - rewritten many times on the

TEMP file before being outputted or written onto the LAST

file (and later outputted). The numbers of documents re-

moved from the input for later processing and those written

on Ahe LAST file for the two orderings of each of the

experimental files are shown In Table 4-1. Other statis-

tics for these files can be found in Section A-4.
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Hen!efcrth, reference to forward arid reverse

)r:orings will imply those orderings after modification.

4.4.$ Classification Aloritnm

Probably the sImplest method of transforming an

c.dering into a classification is. for Nd documents and

ii cells, to declare every Nd/Nc documents to be a cel.

-Iowever, this would not make optimum use of the properties

)f an ordering. For example, consider the forwarj ordering

f ig. 4-14a. For four cells, Nd/Nc = 3.5. This would

.r crate that the first three or four documents should

,omprlse a cell. However, it is obvIous that, because

Bch contains the keyword "I1 " the first five documents

1:houid be In the first cell.

An algorithmr to allow for cases such as this has

ocen prograkmmed and is flowcharted in Figure 4-15. Two

UL ameters are necessary; :VR, the DroJected average c.!ll

lNe ( N/N c ) and MAX, the maximum allowable cell size.

1hrc actual number of cells resulting from this classiflca-

tion. procedure is not known in advance (the same is true

for CLASF) but is a function of the values ehosen for

Wi'h, MAX and the c-itents of the document file itself.

This algorithm tries to divide the documents into

cell- -, points where the first keyword '-hangen, but after

-Ji cocuments hnve been included. .f this is not possible

eenuse the number of occurrences of a keyword in the
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READ
AVR PROJECTED AVERA5E CELL S!ZE

MAX =M., M IM I^ELL SIZE 1

BOXSAAS ]

DOCUMENTS INTO/IN TABLE UNTT 7
Ith KEY CHANGES OR TABLE SIZE 'I ZE MAN +1

MAX + 1, RESULT: N DOCUMENTS

SIZE< MX *1TEND OF INPU.T FILE

NDC DNO+N OC TALESE

NO C
NDOC > AVR ?N L

YES

NOOC MAX

REST OF TABLE (IF ANY) TO N

TOP OF TABLE. KEEP TRACK
OF NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS LEFT1

IN TABLE FOR INCLUSION IN
N OF BOX A ABOVE

YES NO EI
MORE DUMENT7

FIGURE 4-15IORDERED VILE CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM
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first position in documents I larger than the value set

for MAX (such as k!yword "I" in the forward orderiig of a

largr file, e.g., 4294 times for th-e large keyword file -

see Fig. A-2), this process is attempted with the second

keyword. This is contined until a keyword position is

found where the cell dlvision cak) take place. Since this

would never occur if there are over MAX documents with

identical descriptions, after a number of keyword positions

h&ve been investigated (here, arbitrarily set at severs -

see box B of Fig. 4-15), the next MAX documents are con-

sidered to be a cell.

Even though &n occasional cell will have fewer

than AVR docments (i.e., if thore arc fewer than AV.

first pcsitional appearances o! a keyword but the inclusion

of thp next keyword exceeds MAX documents - see the no

branch out of box C in Fig. 4-15), most will have between

AVR and MAX documents. In addition, given the same AVR

and MAX, the average-cell in a forward classification will

be larger (hence fewer cells) than the average cell in a

reverse classification because of the longer "runs" of

first position keywords in the forward ordering.

Thus, AVR and MAX must be carefully chosen to ob-

tain the number of cells desired (N ) and, at the same
C

time, optimize the classification. The more cells desired,

the higher AVR must be set above Nd/N c. It was found that

for the experimental files, MAX should be set at about

I
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four times AVR for best results for the foa-ward classifl-

cation. The same factor was used for the reverse classifi-

cation but the largest cells formed were about two times

AVR, therefore setting MAX above this value had no eftect.

As an example, the following are statlatics on

classifying the large keyword fili with a goal of about

,50 cells Javerage cell size = 187 docizente).

!Forward Rever3e

Number of documents, Nd 46821 46821

;VR set at 93 179

;1AX set at 372 895

Nd/AVR = projected
number of cells 503 262

Actual number of cells 283 247

Largest cell 369 314

Average documerts
per cell 165 190

Figure 416 shows the file of the example used In

this chapter claselfled Into four cells by both the forward

and reverse classifications.

4.5 Ranom "Classifj inn"

In order to see hows each of the classification

algorithms compared to doing nothing at all, a xrandom

"classification" (It is admittedly somewhat of a contra-

diction calling a random process a classification) was set

up.

Iz
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This was done by assigning a random number [61 ]

to each document and then sorting the file on this rcndom

number. The result of this is a randomly ordered file.

One might expect something of this nature in a file ordered

by accession number only. The file was then "classified"

by considering every Nd/NC documents to be a cell. This

results in N cells for a file of Nd documents.

Besides using the random classification as a mea-

sure of the other classification systems, the random order-

ing described abovewas used as an additional file ordering

for in;ut to CIASFY.

4.6 Human (A Prioril Classification

The last of the five (CLASFY, forward, reverse,

random, huan) classification systems under study here is

a manually-generated, a priori classification system. Each

document in the data files used for these experiments (see

Appendix A) has been manually assigned one of almost 300

categories. Examples of category numbers a:3signed to

documents can be found as the four digit numbers under the

"SECT" headilng in Fig. 4-11.

These categories form a hierarchy of up to five

levels (Irl-luding the complete file qs a level) with the

following stratification numbers:
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Node L_,vel Node Stratification

1 i

2 3-11

-9

4 6 -8

Because of the hierarchical nature of this system, docu-

wents In categories whose numbers differ slightly are

supposed to be fairly close in content. This enables one

to transform this classification into one of any number of

categories.

Once again the files were sorted, but this time

on category number. The files were then classified into

m Nc cells by dividing the files after every ; Nd/Nc

documents, ensuring that the division (if possible) occurs

at the end of a category. At should be noted that this is

the same classification algorithm as that used for the for-

ward and reverse classifications (see Section 4.h.4) with

the category numbers considered as s agle keywords (i.e..

one per document).

This classification was used to compare the quality

of a posterlori automatic classification systems to that

of a manually-generated a priori system.



CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

1.1 Data Files

Appendix A contains complete descriptions of the

data files used for these experiments. The three files

under study are the small keyword file, the large keyword

file, and the title word file. The file statistics des-

cussed in Section A.4 are repeated for convenience in Table

5-1 along with the retrieval statistics repmrted in Section

B.2.

The small keyword file was used to set the para-

meters for the experiments on the large files. In addition,

it was used in conjunction with the large keyword file in

order to relate the classification results to file size

(the large file has twenty times more documents than the

small file). The most signIficant experimental results

obtained here involve the large keyword file and the (large)

title word file. These files contain essentially the same

documents (p 46900 each out of the same 47055 documents)

but are indexed by independent methods, one manual and one

automatic. The indexIng of the same document collection

by two different methods was done in order to determine If

the quality of the various classification schemes Is a

function of the type of Indexing used. Similar results

from the two large files would therefore indicate that the

-105-
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classification techniques used are relatively independent

of indexing method. Later in this chapter it will b,

shown that this is indeed the case.

5.2 Experimental Measures of Quality of. Classificatlon

Various experiments were performed on the data

files by themselvt.. . the files i- conjunct>'n with

retrieval requests (see Appendix B and Table 5-i) Ir order

to measure the relative quality of the classification

schemes described In the previous chapter. The measures

used are discussed below In this section, while the actual

experiments and results are described in the following

sections.

One objective measure of the quality of classifi-

cation systems was discussed ir Section 2.1. Documents in

a cell are probably close In subject if there are a 'arge

number of ke-word co-occurrences in that cell. Therefore,

the average number of discrete keywords per cell (Nkc),

with an aim towards minimization of this qu~intlty. i.4 one

measure of the relative quality of claslfiatlon systems.

There is a porsibility, however remote, tnat a

classification system can do fairly well on the nbove test

and yet produce a poor set of categorie3 from a retrlevhl

efficiency point zf view (i.e., does not sufficlently re-

duce the number of meriory , cccsses per searh reque3l -

see Section 2.2.5). :his mlgft come about if a classfl-
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cation system happened to do a good Job of bringing to-

gether documentswith keywords which are generally not used

in search requests, but a poor Job of doing so with fre-

quently (from a search request viewpoint) used keywords.

Admittedly, it does net seem likely that a system with a

very ! ow avenige key pj cell count could be yl Inef-

ficient In actual m-- ory accesses, but two systems of

equal Nc might differ In retrieval efficiency. In addition,

the number of memory accesses required for a classified

file can be compared to those required for an inverted

file system. In this way, one cqn obtain a measure of the

-retrieval time savings offerred by automatic classification,

In order to test this, actual search requests een

be applied to all clasnifications in qUestion. The number

of cells which must be searched pr question is a measure

of the number of memory accesses required per question.

Natvirally. the goal is to minimize tis quuntlty. The num-

ber of retrieval requ6ts used must be large enough for the

results of this teal to be significant.

Another measure Is the number of documents searched

per request. While it Is true that this quantity should be

dependent upon the number of cells searched, because -t tha

variability In the size of cells additional Insight can be

obtained by measuring thlb quantity. If the rumber of sells

searched per request is identical for two classifiention

systems, then the better system is probably the one which
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calls for searching fewer documents per request,

It is more difficult to quantitatively measure the

quality of a hierarchy than it is to measure the quality of

the classification itself. One measure of limited value

is the number of entries in the key-to-node table (which

is the same as the number of entries in the node-to-key

table). A 3maller key-to-node table indicates that more

keywords have migrated upwards from the cells towards the

apex of the tree, -hereby producing a hierarcny richer in

keywords. and requiring less storage space. Therefore,

given two hierarchical systems with all else being equal,

the one with the smaller key-to-node table is probably

better.

The best means of measuring the quality of a hier-

archy is probably large-scale testing of its usefulness

for browsing (not done here). Short of this however, the

alternative unfortunately is a subjective measure. This

is to look at the keywords at the various nodes and decide

whether they represent a distinct part o: the collection

or are merely a jumble of unrelated keywords. In a good

hierarchy, one should be able to consider the keywords at

a node as an abstract of the knowledge contained beneath

that node in the tree.

As stated in the begIrning of thir seotion, ll

of these measures were used in the followirg experiments.
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5.3 Ke ywords Per Cell

Each file was classified numerous timt's by the

various classification algorithms desczibe d in the T;':evious

chapter. A411 three files were clp~sified using tVe fol-

lowing classification scheiaas: human, forward, reverse,

random, and CLASF the file in thu reverse order, I,,

addition, both keyword files were olassified by CLASF1

with the files in forward and random orders.

The results if tese classificatlcnR are shown in

Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 for the sall keyword, large

keyword, and title word fiMob, respectively. The results

are presented in the form described in Jc-tion 2.1. That

sectioa can oe referred to for the Bignificance of the

para!!elogram envelopes and the various numbers on the

axe .

Each classification of each file is plotted from

one cell to Nd cells (i.e., one document per cell). The

,robable ranges of interest for the small and large files

are as follows:

File size Documents Cell Range Docrments 2er Call
of Interest

Saall 2254 30 - 125 75 - 18

Large 46900 200 - 1500 235 - 31

Because of the difficulty of displaying to many

curves on single- sheets of paper, the actual classification

points ar- :ot shown. However, enough classifications were
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made to ensure smooth curves. The greatest n'uber of

cells produced for the large files was 2500 for all

classifications but CLASFY. The most calls produced by

CLASFY (large keyword file, reverse ordering) was 1284,

requiring 5 hours and 20 minutes on an IBM' 7040 computer.

This time could be EreatlX reduced by the execution of

CLASFY on a more modern computer (the other classifications

were performed on an IBM 360/65) with faster cycle time and,

of much greater importance, faster and larger capacity

secondary storage facilities. However, since a file Is

not classified very often, as long as the classification

time stays within reason (see Section 3.2) the .ctual pro-

cessing time is not very significant.

The curves for CLA3FY with the files in random

order (keyword files Qnly) were not drawn on Figures 5-1

and 5-2 because they lie completely between the curves of

CLASFY with tl~e f les in forward and reverse orders,

The following are gome observations and conclusions

based upon Figures 5-1. 2, and 3.

1) The results for the three files are very wmilar.

This implies that, based on the keyword files,

the relative quality of the classification

systems studied is Independent of the size of

tht. collection. In addition, based on the two

large files, the implication is that the rela-
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tlve quality of the classification systems

is also independent of how a collection is

indexed. This leads one to the conclusion

that, assuming the collection used here is

representative of othe,- technical collections,

the order of quality of these systems (with

some minor exceptions) is absolute and hence

independent of the collection to be classified.

2) As expected, all the "legitimate" classification

systems outperform the random classification

by a considerable margin.

3) CLASFY is the best (based on the number of keys

per cell) classification system studied. In

particular, for all three files and for any

number of cells, CLASPY outperforms the human,

a priori system.

4) CLASFY outperforms the other rystems regardless

of the order of the file presented to the CLASFY

algorithm. However, it performs beat (by a

small margin which decreases with Increasing

file size) when the input file is in reverse

order.

5) The forward classification does poorly on few

cells but Improver and overtakes the human

classification as the number of cills Increases.

This crossover in quality takes place in or just

above (i.e., more cells than) the region of
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interest.

6) The reverse classification starts off very

well (few cells) but is not as good as the

forward classification during most of and be-

yond the region of interest.

7) Even though CLASFY represents the best system

studied here, its curves of Nkc vs. N. are above

the diagonals of the parellelogram, In Sec-

tion 2.1 it was stated that these lines repre-

sent the approximate regions of the expected

plots of Nkc vs. N.. That statement was made

based on these results and the realization that

while CLAbFY might be a good classification

system, future study end experimentation will

probably turn up better classification algo-

rithms. In addition, just how close this plot

is to the diagonal line is somewhat dependent

upon the document collection as well as the

classification system.

5.4 Results of Retriryvl Requests

One hundred sIxty-five actual retrieval requests

were used to interrognte the files. See Appendix B for

details on these requests. Table 5-I shows the number

of documents retrieved in each file as a result of these

requests.



The requests were submitted to each classified file

individually as if they were part of an on-line system.

That is, batching of requests was not allowed. The number

of cells searched and number of documents searched were

recorded for each request and then totaled for the 165

requests. It should be noted that browsing was not used

on the files classified by CLASFY or humans (the only

hierarchic systems, and therefore the only ones which allow

for browsing) to reduce the number of cells searched.

However, browsing would probably be an integral part of

any actual on-line system using CLASFY,

5.4.1 Theoretical Result§ with Inverted File

No experiments were performed with any of the files

orgAnized as an inverted file. However, because the docu-

ments of an inverted file are essentially ir random order,

it is possible to obtain some theoretical results.

The number of cells searched is a measure of the

retrieval efficiency if a cell is equivalent to an appro-

priate unit of memory (see Section 2.2.5). Considering this

to be the case. one cn consider on inverted file as being

divided linearly into physical cells. One can now calcu-

late the average number of cells which must be entered per

request for an invertod file.

The number and size of the cells will be considered

to be the samc as tnose of the classified files to that
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the results will be directly comparable. However, there are

two somewhat offsetting items which should be kept in

mind. An inverted file is usually set up such that either

of the following is true.

1) The records of the file are not blocked. This

means that in response to a request, only the

desired document need be transmitted into

high-speed storage. Therefore, the Input/out-

put time required for this method, per memory

access, is lower than that of a classified

file. However, this organization requires

more storage space than (2) below and hence

more physical cells are required to contain

the file. This results In more memory accesses

per requ&'t.

2) The records In the file are bccked. This

requires fewer cells than the above and hence

fewer memory accesses; however, because a

significant portion of a celi aust be read

into high-speed storage, the input/output

time per memory access Is rot inuch lse than

that for a classified f1le.

In either of the above cases, the number of documents

searched for an Inverted file is equal to the number of

doousents rotrieved.

The problem, therefore, Is given X documents
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(i.e., X documents will be retrieved) randomly distributed

over N. cells, what is the expected value for the number

of non-empty cells. A constraint on the problem is that

there is a maximum number of documents, C, which can be

placed into ench cell.

Consider a single cell. The probability of a

particular document being placed in that cell, assuming

completely random placement of documents, is I/NG. The

probability that i documents out of X are placed in that

cell is therefore
X )k1/Nc) 1(1 - i/Nc.) X _1.

Since there are N. eells. the expected (i.e., average)

number of cells with i documents is

(Nc)(X)(I/Nc)i(i - i!/N)X - I.

The number of cells with at least one but not more than

C documents Is what Is desired. Hence, simming from i E

i to C results in (up to now C has been Ignored)j

N£ (X)(1/Nc)'(1 - I/N,)X-i

cells, where a = mn (C.X).

It is noted that the above summazUon represents

part of the cumulative binomial probability function. For

cases when C < X (i.e.. a = C), No is large and hence i/Nc

is small. Looking up values for

(i -- pi- P I( ) -

under the condition of small values for p [1883. one finds

that this quantity Is IrsignIfIcnt. Therefore, the

I
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expected number of non-empty cells Is approximately

NC L ( 1 )(INC)I - INc)

cells. However, since by the binomial formula, for p < 1

N N N -1L (I)P( p) =i

i=0

the number of non-empty ce.is is equal to

Nc[1 - (X)(/Nc)0 ( - I/Nc)X (- N/Nc)X].

This expression represents the number of c.l3s

which must be accessed for a request of X documents on a

file divided into N,. cells. The above expression was

evaluated for the parameters of the files and retrIeval

requests under study and Is presented in gra;nlcai form,

along with the classification results, In the next section.

5.4.2 Cells el. hec

The number of cells searched when the 165 requests

were applied to the various classifcatlons of the small

keyword file Is shown in Figure 5-4. The results :ihown in

that figure are not ver., encourjInR because not only does

the Inverted file syste3 cause few,,r cells to be sarched

(accessed) than any of the other systems, but. all the

clasaificatIon systems requlre more cells to be seurched In

the range of Interest (i.e., 30 - 125 cells) than the number

of documents retrievedl 'nis is duo to cell! containing
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keywords which metch a request, bift not iaving aa docu-

r ..nts in them which have the proper ktywordn to satisfy

the request.

Ihis is the problem with insulicienrt nueJbers of

documents referred to in Section 3.2. by the time the

number of documents have risen to almcst 50000 (large

keyword file), the situation has reversed itself. Figuro

5-5 shows the cells searched vs. number of cells plots fcr

the large keyword file. here, the CLASFY (any ordsring),

human, and forward classifications surpass the Inverted

file. The same holds crue for the title word file (Figure

5-6).

For the cells searched on the large keywor; file,

CLASFY with the input file in reverse order is best,

barely edging out other input orderings to CLASFY and the

human class'fication, with no others being close in the

range of interest (200 - 1500 cells). In the case of the

title word file, the CLASFY,. human, and forward classifi-

cation systems are all fairly close in the range of interest,

in fact their plots cross over between 450 and 600 cells.

It should be noted that for both large files, the number

of cells searched for the reverse and random classification

still exceed those searched for the inverted file and also

exceed the number of documents retrieved.

A point made in Section 5.2 is illustrated in the
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graphs of the two measures discussed thus far of the title

word file (Figurms 5-3 and 5-6). On the basis of keys per

cell, CLASFY is better than the forward classification for

any number of cells. However, on the basis ef cells

searched, the reverse holds for more than 450 calls. This,

and other examples which can be found in these two sets of

graphs, shows that the different classification systems do

indeed emphasize the co-occurrence of different keywords.

In the range of interest (200 - 1500 cells), the

inverted file requires 19 to 78 percent more cells searches,

and hence memory accesses, than does CLASFY for the large

keyword file and 18 to 44 percent more than CLASFY for the

title word file. In an on-line, large scale system the

advantages of CLASFY should increase, perhaps drastically,

for two reasons:

1) In going from the small to large kejword files

the number of cells searched using CLASFY do-

creased tremendously relative to those searched

for the inverted file. This trend can be ex-

pected to continue for laier files.

2) The number of cells searched shown in these

figures does not take into account the browsing

capabilities of CLASFY. The procedures fol-

lowed for browsing in a hierarchy are described

in Section 2.2,3. During the course of request

refinement allowed by browsing, certE~in sections
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of the tree would probably be eliminated be-

cause of lack of relevance to the retrieval

request. This would reduce the number of

cells (and documents) searched without appre-

ciably decreasing the number of pertinent docu-

ments retrieved. This cannot be done in a

non-hierarchic system, such as an inverted

file. The magnitude of the advantage des-

cribed above is potentially quite large;

however, quantitative results are not available

because appropriate experiments have not as yet

been performed.

5.4.3 Documents Searched

The number of documents searched for a request is

not completely dependent upon the number of cells searched.

Due to the variations in the cell sizes, a different number

of documents may be searched for the same number of cells

searched.

This effect can be seen in the plotj of the numbers

of documents searched vs. number of cells shown in Figures

5-7, 5-8. and 5-9. It is noted that fewer documents are

searched when the file is organized by the human classifl-

cation than by any other system even though CLASF'Y out-

performs the human classification (in most uases) in number

of cells searched (Figures 5-4, 5-5. and 5-6). Part of

JI
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the explanation of this phenomenon lies with the fact

that the cells of the human classification are more even

with respect tu numbers of documents than those produced

by CLASFY. Because a cell with more documents is more

likely to be accessed than one with fewer documents, the

size of the average cell searched in a system using CLASFY

would be larger than that in a system using the human

classification, Therefore, for the same number of cells

searched, one would expect somewhat more documents searched

with CLASFY than with the human system. The remainder of

this effect (the above does not account for all of it) is

attributed to the dlferent characteristic of the classi-

fication systems.

The above effect can be seen in columns (a) and (b)

of Table 5-2. It Is noted that the percent documents

searched is always gieater than the percent cells searched.

The number of ceils shown represent the low end, logarith-

mic center, and high end of the range of interest.

Col,'ins (c) and (d) of Table 5-2 show the percent

and number of documents searched per document retrieved.

Fortunately, the Lerc~nt of documents searched per retrieval

decreases (in the corresponding cell ranges of interest)

with increasing file size. This results in the number of

aocuments searched per document retrieved remaining essen-

tially constant (see column (d), Table 5-2) with respect to

file size. This is very significart, for if It holds for

srger collpctions, it means that regardless of collection
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size, the same number of documents must be transmitted into

main storage per document retrieved. Because the number

of documents per cell would tend to be the same or greater

for larger collections, this implies that the number of

cells searched (and hence, number of memory accesses) per

document retrieved would remain the same or be fewer for

larger collections.

5.5 Quality of Hierarchy

For each file classification, up to a few hundred

cells, done by CLASFY, a key-to-node table, a node-to-key

table, and a terminal node table were produced (see Section

4-.3). The cell limitation was imposed by the program used

to produce the above tables.

5 5.1 Size of the Key-to-Node Table

The size of the key-to-node table (or equivalently,

the node-to-key table) reflects, to some extent, the quality

of a hierarchical classificaton system. For the same

number of keys per cell, a 5maller key-to-node table means

that more keywords htive wigrated upwards In the tree,

thereby producing a miller hierarchy. In addition, a

smaller key-to-node table meaans less stortage space is

required to store the Ible.

Because CLAS-Y Is the only automatically generated

hierarchical system being s~udled here, tne hierarchies

produced by CLASFY cannot be compared with those produced

by other syftenm3.
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Figures 5-10, 5-11, and 5-12 show the size of tne

key-to-node tables for CLASFIY with and without hierarchy

generation. Of course, the size of a key-to-node table

without a hierarchy (i.e., the only nodes are cells) Is

equal to the total number of keywords in the cella, or

Nkc x Ne. The curves for random and human classifications

(no hierarchies) are shown for comparison.

From these figures. it can be seen thac forming

a hierarchy for a collection classified by CLASFY yields

about a ten percent 2eduction in the size of the key-to-

node table.

5.5.2 Subect1ve Ewal. tion and Example

The evaluation of the quality with respect. to

browsing of a hierarchy is necessarily subjective. The

best way of doing thIs It to allow a number o: users in

the field of the coliectlon to utilize the -ystem (on-11ne)

for a reasonable perlo! of time and then present thelr

opinions on the Ltillt of tne hierarchy for broirg

purposes. however, since tre retrieval system hni- roL

yet been implener. '.ed for on-line orowsIn, xiperlments o

tnis type nave not, been performed.

Instead, bubjectIve evaluations of the hierarcnles

obtained were made by %.he author and some associates.

Attempts were made to extract i un, yng title out of' tne

Aeywvrds whicn appear tt eaoh node. K.fter tnat was done,
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each hierarchy was examined for its ability to sep,'rae suo-

ject areas and to see if the node titles Indi.cate Increasing

specialization as one proceeds down a path in the tree.

This wa3 not very successful for the samll keyword

file. It was found that there were too few %2254) documents

in the collection to provide reasonable subject separation

at the various nodes in the hierarchy. On the other hand,

the hierarchies generated from the output of CLASFK on the

large files seem quite acceptable for N. > 100.

The following example of portions of a hierarchy

is taken from a classiflcatlon of the large keyword file

in reverse order by CLASFY. Appendix . presents the com-

plete hierarchy for a similar classification perfcrmed

by CLASFY. For this classification, the node stratifi-

cation numiber, N, was 3e at 5, the sensitivity factor,

E, was varies from 150 at the top of the hIerarchy to 25

at the bottom, and the cell.: c.terlon, C, wis set equal

to a maxinum of 460 documents per cell. As a result of

the classification, 249 sells were produced. The average

number of documents per cell is 46821/249 or 188 docu-

ments per cell. Including the apex and cells as levels, the

resulting hierarchy tree varies from three to seven levels

(if it were a balanced tree, it would have Aad four to five

levels). The number of nodes at each level for the actual

tree and a balanced tree is shown below. The numbers in

parentheses represent the numbor of tiqi inal nodes, or
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cells produced at each level.

Actual Tree Balanced Tree
Level Total Nodes Cells Total Nodes Cells

1 1 1

2 5 5
3 25 (4) 25

4 105 (86) 125 (94)

5 95 (82) 155 (155)

6 65 (62) -

7

Totals 31-1 (449) 311 (249)

Despite a few nodes with few or no keywords (e.g.,

nodes I and 1.2 have no keywords), in most cases it was not

too difficult to summarize the keywords at a node. Figures

5-13, 5-14, and 5-15 show lists of some of the keywords at

various nodes along with the node numbers t nd the manually

formed titles for the nodes (the titles art, just under the

node numbers). The sample nodes were chosn to 'llustrate

the hierarchical nature of a tree. For example *see Fig,

5-13), node 1.5.1, Organic Cnamistry, is under node 1.5,

Chemistry. Also node 1.2.3.2, Fission Products, is under

.node 1.2.3, Nuclear Expiosions. All the nodes CC Fig. 5-14

are in the same region of the tree (under but not necessari-

ly directly under, node 1.1.1) and henbe are relatively close

in subject content. Figure 5-15 shows nodes at three levels

of the bottom portion of part of the hierarchy. Nodes
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Node 1.2.2.2.1 Node 1.2.2.2.1.2.2 (cell) Node 1.2.2.2.1.2.3 (cell)

PARTICLE MODEIS RESONANCEZ AND STRANGEESS PARTICLE THEORIES

particle models N* resonances bootstrap modelelementary particles XI resonances current algebra
mass F resonances field theoryscattering amplitude K* resonances group theoryvectors Y* resonances SU-2 groupprotons strangc nes SU-3 group
production strange particles SU group

transients SU-12 group
decay 0 group
energy levels 0-3 groupNode 1.2.2.2.1.1 phase shift S-matrix
kaons-neutral S-waveTHEORETICAL PHYSICS plons-plus strangeness
plons-minus Legendre functionsquantum field theory kaons Feynman diagramrelativity theory kaons-plus conservation lawsfield theory hadrons hyperfine structuregroup theory ome ga particles Mossbauer effect

tensors omega-m1,nus parityinvariance principle antinucleons inelastic scatteringsum rules hyperfine structure coupling constantsparity tensors Reg3e polesfermions bound staTe dispersion relationSU grnup Schrodinger equation sum rulesphotons branching ratio statistics
decay time-space transients
spin singularity phase shiftcross sections weak interaction G-parity

magnetic fields selection rules
MEV range Eamiltonian operator
differential equations pair prductionNode 1.2.2.2.1.2 magnetic moments integrals
nuclear theory orbitsSTRONGLY INTERACTING PARTICLS monte carlo method annihilition

c rery on sosp inbarons 
equation

c teeon sra tn s
mhemticcrosss- 

ctlonsquarks 
exitati nisospin 
cytlmatrices 
c~grytj3s

plons 
• anetons

electric charges 
Meonelastic scattering 
kaons-iu

mthemtics 
plona-minus

angular distribution fermions
energy 

bonon3
spectra 

antiprotons

phonon3
antinuc icons
omx 9a pirticle
omega-mi nus
antihyp--rons~G'V range

, Figure 5-15

i Swmple Nodes of Hierarehr rrA"
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1.2.2.2.1.2.2 and 1.2.2.2.1.2.3 are terminal nodes, or

cells.

The entire hierarchy is too extensive to be shown

here. Therefore, two sections of it have been selected and

are displayed in Figures 5-16 and 5-17. For the sake of

clarity, only the node numbers and manually generated node

titles are shown. The tree segment of Figure 5-16 contains

the nodes shown in 7 gure 5-14 and tlat of Figure 5-17

contains the nodes shown in Figure 5-15. In the tree seg-

ments, a dashed line represents the path to another node

and a "c" represents the path to a cell. All the nodes of

the tree segments shown are not labelled down to the cell

level because (a) all the labels could not fit in the

diagram and (b) all the nodes were not inspected for title

assignment because of the large numbers of keywords and

nodes (311) involved in this manual process.

The quality of a hiera:chy should be measured by

its convenience to the user, and not by how closely it

matches an a priori, manually produced one. Therefore,

this hierarchy will not be compared to the one of the

human classification described in Section 4.6. Tho final

evaluation of hierarchies such as this will have! to await

on-line tests of the type described in the beginnirg of

this section.
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'5.5.3 Documents in Cells

Most of the documents of each cell are very close in

subject area, For example, ;onsider the document des-

oriptions shown In Figure 5.18. All of these documents

were placed Into ermlnal node 1.1.1.1.1.1, the leftmost

cell shown under node 1.1.1.1.1, Radiation Effects and

Protection, of Figure 5-16. The keyword numbers have

been converted back Into the English keywords. The docu-

ments shown Ir Figure 5-18 represent 10 out of 391 docu-

ments in that cell. The documents In the cell contain

2822 keyword occurrences, but only 216 distinct keywords

(the ten documents of the example have 73 keyword occur-

rences and 20 distinct keywords).

It is interesting to compare this grouping of docu-

ments by CLASFY w'h that of the NSA classification system

(from which the "human" system was derived). In Nuclear

Science Abstracts, 7 out of the 10 documents were clap I-

fled under "Radiation Effects on Plants. Documents '?89

and 3'.631 were classifled under "Genetics and Cytogenpticsw

while 41382 can be found under "Ecology". t should be

noted that documents 22785 find 34631. while placed in

different NSA categories. agree in 7 out of 8 keywords

and are both conc-rned with muta'iona of tarley. In fact,

document 41382, which was placed in a third categry, also

has many keywords in cc.mon with these two documents and

discusses the same subject.
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One should not conclude from the above that one

set of categories for thase documents is better than the

other, but rather that ther? is more than one lersonable"

way of classifying documents and that a manual, a priori

system does not recess.riiy categorize documents better

than an automatic systam.

Naturally, with 391 documents, the subject scope

of this cell is much broader than that deetribed by these

10 dccuments, and, in fact, contains documents on radiation

effects on man as well as on plants. The two fields would

probably be split apart if more t,.an 249 cells were desired,

Unfortunately, automatically derived categories are

prone to grossly misclassifying a number of documents or

groups of documents. While manual systems are not exempt

from errors, gross errors are rare. An example of this is

a few documents on measurement and detection of cosmic

radiation which were placed into the cell uclter dlscussion.

Evidently they were placed into this cell VIa documents

concerned with the effects of cosmic radiation. Iowever,

it is obvious that a better section of the hi'erarchy for

these documents would be in a cell under node 1.2.2i.I.,

Cosmic Radiation and Detection, shown in Fi.3ure 5-17. It

is believed that the number of such misclas:3ifications can

be greatly reduced by modifying Pass 3 of the CLASFY algo-

rithm to place documents with redundant descriptions
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1o0icaliY into a particular Sroup instead of arbitrarily

aelectirg a group as Is sometimes done at present (see

Section 4.2.1).

5.6 SuMmaryof Results

The experiments described in this chapter led to

consistent rGaults which enables one to rank the quality

(with respect to machlne retrieval' of the classification

systems studied.

As e7ected. all other &ystems outperforzed the

random classiflcetion. Next in lncreasnrg order of quality

come the reverse and then the forward classifications.

Unfortunately, these relatively simple classification

schemes are not nearly as good as more 5ophisticated tech-

niques, such as that embodied by CLASFY.

The results using CLASFY are uniformly good regard-

less of input ordering; however, CLASFY performs best with

the input file in reverse order. It rai found that the dif-

fmrenaev in results caused by the order (based on three

order~ngs, forward, reverse, and random) in whidh the

documents are presented to CL SFY decreases as the size of'

the collection increases. With respect to retrieval effi-
cienoy, CLASFY and the human, r system are very cI~s

in quality. CIASFY is slightly better in the number of

cells searched, while the human classification Is slightly

better with respect to the number of doc.=enta searched,
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This means that, because cell access time is usually

longer thpn incremental document transmission and search

time, if one system is to be ranked above the other, the

edge would have to be given to CLASFY.

The hierarchies produced by CLASFY were not com-

pared with those produced by any other system. However,

subJectively they seem to be quite "reasonable" and could

be very usefl for on-line browsing. The placement of

documents into piarticular cells (categories), while not al-

ways in agreement with manually derived document place-

ments (a-greement iA not necessarily desirable), in most,-

but not all, cases is quite satisfactory.

For comparison purposes, the er.tire hierarchy of a

classification similar to the one d.scussd Iere is included

as Appendix C cf thib dissertation.

5,7 Bonus .sult - Avei Length of Search in Serial Files

A question r~latinD to serial files has come to the

attention of the author and whiie not directly related to

automatic classificatlon, can easily be answered as a re-

suit of some of the experlients performed here.

Fossum and Kaskey [46-, among others [36,.45],

have proposed organizing serial f~les via some form of

keyword ordering in order to avoid having to search all

the documents in the file for each request. For example,

consider the follooing documents ordered by Increasing

keyword numthers
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Document Keywords

C 1234

F 125

A 147

B 236

D 257

E 36

If a request of keywords 1 AND 3 is entered, the serial

search may stop after three documents (i.e., after docu-

ment A) for one Is guaranteed that "I" does not appear

further on in the file.

Fossum and Kaskey .483 state:

"Does this approach have any significant
potential In a document retrieval applicatlor?
Unquestionably, it permits terminating a search
without examining all the documents In the file
and, from this standpoint, is preferable to a
straight docuxment-sequenced organlzatior. The
percentage ofl the file records th&t can be by-
passed, on the average, has not been reported.
In fact, so far as known, the proposal has not
been tested against an actual file of document
descriptions and a representative sample of
search requests."

In the experiments reported here, such a file of

document descriptions and sample of search requests were

available. The fcrward and reverse orderIngs (before

modification) are, in fact, orderings of the file based

on keyword numbers.

The 165 search requests were applied to the for-

ward and reverse orderings of both large files. The per-
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centage of the files serially searched per request is as

follows:

Percentage Documents Searched

File Order Per Retrieval Reguest

Large Keyword Forward 95.4

Reverse 84.0

Title Word Forward 91.4

Reverse 85.5

Thenumbers only apply to individual raque3ts as in an

on-line system. Batching of requests would eliminate any

advantages to be gained by file ordering.

No attempt was made to optimize the file ordering

or the keyword numbering in order to Linim.ze the number

of documents searched. However, based on the above results,

it would seem that one would not be able tc reduce the

percentage of documents searched below about 80% by keyword

and document ordering. This reduction is not enough to

allow the use of serial files in large-scale on-line IS&R

systems. Howevsr, small on-line systems, where there are

few enough documents to allow for serial searching, might

be able to profit from the above file organization.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

6.1. General Conclusions

On the basis of the experiments on almost 50,000

documents described in Chapter 5, it is concluded that auto-

matic classification can go a long way towards solving some

of the problems of large-scale information storage and re-

trieval.

An a posteriori automatic classification system

(CLASFY) has been described which was shown, by a number of

different measures, to be at least equal in classification

quality to a manual, a priori classification system. How-

ever, because of its automatic and flexible nature, it is

felt that automatic classification can be vastly 3uperior

to any manual system. This statement is made taking into

account the realization that CLASFY, while a perfectly re-

spectable system, can stand some improvements and is pro-

bably far from the ultimate (if there is such a thing) in

automatic classification systems.

Regardless of the quality of classification, an

automatic classification system will only bt used if the

classification time required for large files is reasonable.

It was found (see Section 5.3) that CLASFY took about i

hour;. per tree level to classify about 50,000 document dea-

criptions on an IBM 7040 computer. It is e,:pectec that

-12. ,-
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this time could oe reduced by at least an order of magnitude

by the use of a modern, high-speed computer (it could be

further reduced by muli-processing - a technique to which

CLASFY lends itself as a result of the independence of pro-

cessing at each node). This is because of the relatively

slow processing speed (basic cycle time = 8 microseconds,

add time = 16 microseconds) of the 7040 and, of even greater

importance, the relatively slow and limited secondary sto-

rage facilities available (at least one fourth of the time

was spent in just copying data from disk to tape and re-

winding tapes, processes which would not have to be done if

more disk were available). In addition, the 7040 used for

these experiments was being operated on-line, i.e., all

processing stopped during printing of the node summaries

(see Figure 4-2).

Table 6-i presents the approximate classification

times required by CLASFY to operate on the files of the ex-

aples of Tab' es i-i, 1-2, and 2-1. As seen in Table 6-i,

the time required to classify 106 and 107 documents should

be no more than 12 and 120 hours, respectively. This is

quite reasonable, especially considering that the number of

books in the Library of Congress is about 107. These times

represent .043 seconds per document.



067
Number of documents, Nd 100'

Number of cells, N. 104 5 104

Number of documents per cell, Ndc 100 200

Stratification number, N for 1OgNNd
P 7 (see last paragraph of Section
4.2.4.1.) 7 10

Average number of classific tion
levels = number of l)ee s in
tree minus one 4.7 4,7

Approximate 7040 time per level 25 hr.. 250 irs.

Approximate total 7040 time required 120 hro. 1200 hi 3.

Maximum time required using modern,
high-speed computers 12 hrs. 120 hra.

Table 6-1

Classification Time for 106 to I07 Documents
using CLASFY
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6.2 Future Research

There are a number of directions to further researoh

in the area of automatic classification, some obvious and

some not so'obvious.

One obvious direction is to Improve the CLASFY

algorithm. Some means for accomplishing this were mentioned

or implied in the text of this paper. Another direction

of researclh, also slanted towards CLASFY, is to establish

an on-line IS&R system using CLASFY for automatic classifi-

cation. This would enable one to obtain user reactions,

particularly with respect to the quality and utility of

browsing.

Other classification systems should be designed

(some already exist) and applied towards the clas31flca-

tion of large files such as the one used In these experi-

ments and then compared on the basis of tno measures des-

cribeK i Section 5.2. If this could be done with reason-

able uniformity. an IS&R system designer wi..ll have a basis

upon which to select one classification sy.3tem over another,

something which is lacking at present.

Another area of reasoarcn is that of retrieval

statistlcs. It is desirable to have some Idea of how many

documents will be retrieved before the sctial retrieval

takes place. A user might modify a request based upon this

number. For example, if 2000 docume.nts ari estimated for

retrieval, a user would probaoly want to nLrrow tne re-
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quest before the actual retrieval takes place. In an in-

verted file, one can obtain complete statistics at the

expense of manipulating long lists of document numbers.

In a serial file, on the other hand, few, if any, statistics

are available.

The retrieval statistics for a file organized on

cells are somewhat in between those of the serial and

inverted files. One knows how many cells will be accessed

and now many documents are in those cells, but not how

many doo;ments in those -ells will satisfy the search re-

quest. This can be estimated a number of different ways.

some of which are:

I) On the basis of the average number of documents

searched per retrieval (see Table 5-2 of Section

5.4-3).

2) On the basis GC the number of documents re-

trieved from searching a sampling (maybe ten

percent) of the cells to be searched.

3) On the basis of the number of request keywords

found in the cells which satisfy the request.

The search for the method which achieves the best retrieval

statistics Is an interestrng subjeot for future investi-

gation.
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NUC ~i SCIENC AS2A uICTS DATA FILES

A.i Source of the Data

The data used in these experiments wits obtained

from the Atomic Energy Comislon, Division of Technical

Information Extension througn the aid of ooel O'Connor,

formerly Chief, Computer Operaulons Branch of the atove

division. The data comprises parts of two out of three

sets of data made avaliable by the AEC upon request by

qualifying resea-rch projects. These files are in macnine-

readable form on magnetic tape.

These files provil4e data on each document ab-

stracted in Nuclear Science Abstracts (NSA). It siould be

noted that the three fiies contain different rspeczs of

tne sa_e aocuments, The three "Iles conist of:

i) Kvyword ?Ile. Document ideQ ,fi1atlon plus

aescn.i-tors (ca. ed "selecto:-s" Cy the A$,:)

.riruaily ir.cexea from tne EUiiAT' Thesaurus

..r.,47 . £iscu:s:ed In detail in Section A.2.

2) En:try piie. Document denti1. f1ca ion pus

~L1c~a:~c ata~w as t te, a~n

category, Ionai.,;e. Jourr. ,,Ita:Ion, -on-

trtict -u..:rf~r DIscusse, In iietai. In

Lc I or A.

) Su 'e n ,- . . ,"1 e. D xo r e t I d ^ t. t fIc at c. n
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plus subjEct headil,;s used to )ncex documents

in NSA. There are about 33,000 headings F14 1 ]

with an average of about four being used to

index each document. This file was not used

in these experiments and therefore will not

be described in any further detail.

The actual files obtained for this research (on

seven magnetic tapes) are the Keyword and Entry (titles)

filet of NSA Volume 22, Number 3 (February 15,1968) -

2258 documents and Volume 21 (1967) - 47.055 documents.

The Entry file of Vol. 22, No. 3 was not used in the ex-

periments.

A.2 Keyword-Files

1ach document covered in NSA is assigned EURATOM

indexing terms by subJe~t specialists. This is done in

ord r to add those documents covered by NSA to the col-

lection of the Center for Information and Documentation

(CID) of the European Atomic Energy Community (EUiATOM).

As of September 1966, that collection held 360,000

documents and was growing at the rate r' about 120,000

documents per year. Rolling Liii] presents a description

of the EUATOM-CID system (batched searches on a serial

file are performed).

The EURATOM Thesaurus [46,47] is similar zo other

current thesauri [58,92,137] except that the usual forms



of cross referencing (i.e.. re]ited broaider, rucnarrower

terms) are presented graphicalky. The thesaurus contains

15,695 usable terms plus 3,488 "forbidden" terms. How-

ever, if ~Idexig for N3A, a number of additional terms

were used where appropriate. If deemed desirable, some of

these terms will be incorporated in future editions of

the Thesaurus. As of early 1968, 15,517 different index

terms had been assigned to NSA documents.

The keyword file[ 1 42] contains each document's

abstract number, type, assigned category (called "Section

Subsection code), and list of keywords. The abstract

number is used to identify the documents. The types of

documents indexed are: books, theses, conference papers,

engineering materials letters, journal literature, patents,

reports, and translations. The type information wns not

used in these experiiments. The NSA categories are an

a olor classification of the knowledge covered by the

documents abstrncted in NSA. There are almost 300 cate-

gories. This is the e _r2i classification re~erred to

in Chapters 4 and 5 (see Section 4.6 for more details).

In addition to the actual Enig-sh keywords and

the NSA codes assigned to them, the keyword list also

includes "link" (called "split" in ALC literature) in-

formation. The function of links is o group keywords

suich that the keywo;-ds in e group represrt topics covered

in the paper. By eliminating retrceval on conjunctions



Involvire, ieywords in differ,r.t !inKs, on,, reduces the

number of "false drops" in, response to a query. The

wisdom of using links (ana "roles") is the topic of nu-

merous papers [ 32,66,86,123,134,144 ], some for and 'some

against. The position taken here is that the utility of

links i probably reduced in R hierai'hical, on-line system.

Hence, all link information was deleted in processing the

keyword files.

Due to missing data and bad tape records, not all

the documents from each file could be processed. In

addition, for reasons of speed and economy of storage,

documents with more than 47 keywords were dele~u~d. Since

this represented. only 0.18% and 0.39% of the small and large

files respectively, this should have little effect on the

experiments. The actual number of documents used were

2254 (out of 2258) and 46,821 ,out of 47,055).

Figure A-i presents a macro-flowchart of the pro-

cedure used to prepare the keyword files for classification

experiments. All file processing was performed on an IBM

360/W5 using PL/I. The result of this; process *.,s to re-

place the English keywords with rank numbers which cor-

responded to the frequency of the English word. For ex-

ample, the keyword "reactors" was replaced by its order

number, "I". Figure A-2 shows the 200 highest occurring

(large file) keywords and their frequenclos of occurrence.

Now, not only can the new keywords (i.e., numbers) be



READ DOCUMENTS,
EXTRACT ENGLISH KEYk.ORDS

FPRODUCE FILE OF
ENGLISH TERMS ANDJ

FREQUENCY OF USE

T ON FREQENCY

4,-
rNU;MBjER TERMS IN

FREQUENCY ORDER, PRINT
L(FIG. A-2)

READ DOUET.SORT TERMS

REPLACE ENGLiSH Tr">1\1 WITH FRFQI:FNrIPS

BY FREQUENCY NUMBER, ALPHABETICALLY, PRINTI
WRITE NEW KEYWORD ,LE 1  (FIG. A-3)j

FIGURE A-1

MACRO-FLOWCHART OF KEYWORD F!LE PREPARATION
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easily manipulated by computer, out Aeywords ca> be com-

pared on tie basis of frequency by inspection. Figure

A-3 presents a sample r'f the alphabetic listing of English

keywords along with tileir corresponding frcqucnc.es a..'

keyword numbers. Identical, but independent, proce.ising

was done for the small keyword file.

Statistics for these files can be found In Section

A.4.

A.3 Ent,, (t~tt word) Flle

A.3.1 Nature of thc, File

The NSA Entry File~l40,142]contains each docu.Lent's

-bstract number, type, a.:: igned category, ritle, and other

bibliographic information depending upon tne type of

document. The type and category are the same as described

in the previous section. A semi-automatic procedure was

used to obtain index terms from the document titles. How-

ever, at times, the nbove olbligraphic matterial included

a "short title". A r:hort title is composel by an evalu-

ator (not the author) when the orlgina, full title is not

suitable. This can occur under various circumstances, such

Sa fcrc-I language title, a title which includes a

subtitle, ilengthiy tlta,,s, and cases where uniform abbrev-

iation of words Is desirable. However, since the snort ti-

tle usually did not chang(: the signifizant words of the ti-

tle but d,4 d simpilfy rocc.in . th,; sio: title w~is used
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whenever found. Abstracts would have &cen prei'erred (see

end of Chapter 3), but they were riot available in t.achine-

readable form.

There were no experiments performed on thee small

Entry file (henceforth call the title word file). Due to

missing data and bad tape data only 47,002 out of 1,7.0 5 5

documents in the large file could be processed. In ad-

dition, after processing it was found that 60 documents

(0.13%) had no significant title words. Therefore the final

title word file contained 46,942 documents.

A.3.2 Semi-Automatic Irngexlnk

The above document titles now had to be analyzed

to obtain significant words which can be v -ed as keywords.

The first steD is to break the titles up into Individual

words. The ten hr.ak cnaracters used for this purpose -ere:

(blank) . ) + - / , ( and '. Two special cases had to

be taken *e of. 7- ' ::t occurs when pnssession is

indicAted such as in "CLS MILLK". It is undesirable to

break this up as "COW", "S", and ".IL" since "S" is the

abbreviation of SULFUR. rherefore, an S following an

4apostrophe) was Ignor-d. The second srocilt casFt is

peculiar to ths (and 3th hr slmll!r) co>lectior Because

of the inability of mo3t computers to rQcogrilze subscrlpta

and superscripts, chemic:i! expressions cuch as tIi com-

position of water (H2C) and a strontium IsoLope Sz)



are represented as H/SU 2/0 and /SUP 9G/Sh respectivpy.

At times this representEtion gets quite comalex (i.e.,

/SUP 238/PUO/SUB 2/ or even 3D/SUP IO/4?/SUP 2/P/SUB /SUP

3///SUB 2//). The title partitioning program w.s designed

to recogni7e these circumstances (by recognizing "/SUB" or

"/SUP") and to considcr these expressions as single words

by ignoring any break characters (such as blanks) between

slashes.

Table A-i presents the steps Involved In oroces-

sing the title word filn including tre total number of

terms (words or word sv ims) and the number of discrete

terms folind at each stage of processing. A number of these

steps were combined in the actual processing but, i,.:

simplicity, are shown separately in the table.

A stop list was formed to eliminate ,;ome of the

common words which could not be used as keywords. This

list was obtairid by consIderirg other availlble stop lists

L112] qnd by noting the most common words in the first 400

documents of this collection. A comparion of the twelve

most often occurring co-man words with the t p twehve

words found in a recent analysis of 1,01L.,231 word: of

running text (broad crcss-spction of subject;) is shown

In Table A-2. It should oe noted that tne tp 12 )ut of

189 stop w'ords accounted for 79 percent of t.,e deleted

title words.
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Function Perfored Number of ith a rz-,bc
(from to- -Iown) dlscre-, ter7'.s of , s

Break titles into words 207L *K 022

Delete words on stop list
20c55 25'

Elin~t A-1pl1ccte wards fci
eacn dczpnt -

29l9 9

Reduce terms oy stem analysis -4%

Eliminate duplicate stems
for each document - 210

291719

Delete stems on new stop list I
15j77 277339

Reduce stems by simulated

synonym dictionary - 2068

EliminRte dupingcate stems
for each (,ocument - 8

Final Totals 13309 277141

Table A-1

Steps Involved in Processing Title Word File
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The third Atem of Table A-i (it appears twice more

in the table) eliminates duplicate words for each document.

For example, if the lasL sentence of the previous para-

graph was processed, one occurrence of the word "words"

would have been deleted (all occurrences of "the" and "of"

would have been deleted by the stop list).

In order to normalize the vocaL lary to some extent,

a stem analysis program was written. This program, a

modified version of one used in the General Inquirer [131,

132], removes a number of different suffixes. Project

SMART uses a table look-up procedure which, while more

effective, seems to take ccnsiderably more computer time

[27,81,119]. A flowchart of this program is shown In

Figure A-4. The operation of this program removed enough

suffixes to cause areduction of 3423 in the number of

discrete title words. Suffixes removed by th~s program

are: s, e, es, ed, ing, ings, ion, ions, ly, edly, ingly,

plus a doubled letter immediately follow-d by ed or ing.

In addition, les, led and ily are replaced by the single

letter y. However, In order to prcvcrt the shortening or

complete disappearance of snort words .i.e., ion, gas, bee,

wing, etc.), word length is not reduced below three letters.

As a example of suffix removal, considez the following

actual title words (frequency of occurrence are parenthe-

sized):
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ESTIMATE (ii)

ESTIMATED (5)

'STLNATES (19)

ESTIMATING (27)

ESTIMATION (58)

ESTIMATIONS (1).

These words were all reduced to the single stem, ESTIMAT

(121).

The final steps in vae process of obtaining key-

word stems w ere aided by manual intervention. A new stop

list was formed and a synonym dictionary was simulated

after inspection of the list of 17132 stems (see Table A-i).

In an actual operating system, this need be done only once

with few additions as the collection grows. About 1000

of the 1755 items on the new stop list were numbers. Many

of the synonyms involved suffix deletions or changes and

could have been incorporated in a more complete suffix

removal program (e.g., combination of electrolytIcal with

electrolytic). Others involved spelling errors and com-

bination of British and American forms of zhe same words.

Still others involved the combiration of aobreviated forms

and non-abbrevated forms of the same word or combination

of cehemical and English terms (e.g., converting H/SUB 2/0

and 2H/SUB 2/0 to WATER).

Once the keyword stems were obzained, they were con-

verted to numbers In the same manner as was done for the
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keywords of the keyword file (Fig. A-I). The 200 highest

occurring word stems are shown in Figure A-5 (compEre with

those of the keyword file, Figure A-2. Ful' statistics

for the title word file can be found in the next section.

A.4 File Statistics

Pertinent statistics for th three fles studied are

presented in Table A-3. One is reminded that the docu-

ments of the large keyword file and the title word f1e are

essentially the same, both belonging to a collection of

47,055 documents, It should be noted that, as expected,

the proportion of keywords with a single occurrence decreased

from the small to the large keyword file. Also as expected,

the proportion of unique keywords was highest for the title

word file.

In Figure A-6 keyword frequency is plotted against

rank (i.e., keyword order number). Zipf [155] found that

when this curve was plotted for words of running text, a

straight line resulted (Lipf's Law). However, as can be

seen in Figure A-6, this does not hold.for document index

words. Houston and Wall [60] found, however, that when

term -frequency was plotted on logarithmic probability paper,

a linear relationship waE found to exist up to about the

95th percentile. The fact that this log-no:'mal relation-

ship holds for the files under consideration is shown in

Figure A-7.
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Based on ten systems, all of which follow thls log-

normal relationship, Houston and Wall went on to develop

an expression relating vocabulary size to the total number

of keyword occurrences. This formula is:

Nv = 3330 log (K + 10C00) - 126co

where the total number of keyword occurrences, K " Nd x

Nkd. Applying this formula to the files und,'er study

results in

Prodilc-ed actual

small keyword 2250 2557

large keyword 6250 8044

title word 5550 .3309.

The failure of the equation for the title word file is due

to the fact that the equation was based on and seems to

be only applicable to manual indexing systems which allow

for vocabulary growth. A major reason for the ,ctual

oR-ca-ulary size being so much larger than tne predicted

size for the title word file is the large number of unique

terms.

The dstributions of the keywords ;er document

,or tne three flies are shown in figure A-s.
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DOCU2ENT RETRIEVALS

B.1 RetrIeval Requestc

In order to test tne ability of classification

systems to grcup similar documents Into cells (categories),

actual reLTievals based on real search requests were per-

formed (see Chapter 5,. These requests were obtained

from Gloria Smith cf the Lawrence Radiation Laboratories.

The requests ogriInilly consisted of conJurctIons,

disJunctions, ar. egi.tions of EURATOM keywords and NSA

categories. In all. there were 177 requests from 24

nuclear physicists or groups of nuclear physicists. These

requests are in active use at Lawrence Hadlation Labora-

tcrle, beir.g serially matched against each semlmcnthly Is-

s,ie of the NSA Keywnr6 File (see A,,Pe.ii.x A). :cwever,

because cf 7;ne ex. ense o:' :erforxI ng retrospect've senrches

on serial. £l~s. these, requ.sts nave no. been used for

retrospective searcne;.

because these exneriments were Ul!rd a' roduclrg

classIfIca-.or system:, r." NS;', categorles could no be

used for retrieval. -n adiltion, the regat'ons were also

not Used because (a) the types of statlstlcs desired from

the retrle val exerlmvnts wo.'Ud nave beer. C! ouded by the

use of reatlon and (b) the utilIty of .e-atlon w uld be

lessened tnro.gh the use of an r-Ane .ysen wnlc pe:-
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mitted browsing. in order to eliminate the above request

items while retaining t1e original meanings of the re-

quests, some requests had to be altered somewhat and twelve

of them dropped completely. This left 165 retrieval re-

quests.

Since the requests were in terms of EURATOM

keywords, no additional modifications were necessary to

apply them to the keyword files. However, translation

into word stems was required for the title word file.

Where possible, this was done on a one-to-one basis;

however, th aim was to maintain thne meaning of the requests

and not necessarily their exact forms.

Each request was of the form

(A, v A2 v...A n ) & (B, v B2 v...Bm) & (C1 v C2 v..,C

v (D & E & F) v (G & H & I) v (J & K & L)

where v stands for logical OR, & stands for logical AND,

A - L represent keywords, and n, m, and p are integers.

The only essential part of this expressions is Al. The

integers n, m, and p can take on any values, but the highest

encountered in the 165 requests was 39.

Some examples of typical requests are given in

Figure B-i. Statistics for the 165 requests were tabulated

and are presented in Tahle B-i. The terms umsed are defined

in the following examples. A requ it of (A v B) & (C v D)

& E has 4 (= 2 x 2 x 1) three conjunct conjunctions, 1

three conjunct expression, and 5 three conjunct tokers.
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Conjunctions Expressions Tokens

One conjunct 190 60 190
Two conjunct 1930 ill 785

Three conjunct 2?,28" 22

Totals 4848 193 1244

Average per
Question (+165) 29.4 1.2 7.5

*2280 of these are the result of just three expres-
sions, the largest being 39 x 6 x 5 = 1170

Table B-i

Reqiuest Statistics
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A request of (A v B) v (C & D) has 2 ,=2) one corJunct

conjunctions, i one conjunct expression, 2 one con.lunct

'to'hns, I (= I x I) two conjunct conjunction, 1 twO

conjun3t expression, and 2 two conjunct tokens.

B.2 Documents Retrieved

These requests were applied to the three files

numerous times during the course of the experiments.

Table B-2 snows the number of retrievals (the document

abstract numbers were actually retrieved) and the number

of documents they represent for each of the files. Be-

cause of the different indexes in the two large files,

the numbez of documents retrieved was substantially

different even though the files consist of essentially the

same documents.

The discrepancies between the number of retrievals

and the actual documents retrieved is due to the fa~t

that some documents were retrieved in response to more

than one request. The. distributions of the number of

times eacn document wes retrieved are shown in Figure B-2,

It was found that these distribuzions approximate straight

lines (semi-log paper). It should be noted that the most

"popular" document (large keyword file) was retrieved in

response to 22 requests.
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